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The 94th Congress created the National Center Ice
Productivity andpeOuaaty of Working Life on
November 28. 1975. as an independent Federal
agency The Center s enabling fegislption' (P.1. 94-
136) establishes a natiooil Pb1ic,y hpcouraging
productivity growth consistent with' Beds of the

economy, the natural environment arid the needs ,
rights and best interests of managemeht, the work
force, and constsmErs The Centtr s putpose is to
stimulate national efforts to irnelerneont this policy

The Center s small staff Of pr,,Qducti vity specialists
supports the Board 'of Directors in pursuit of
seven main objectives

Document avdrecOrnmend policies to
satisfy the Nations capital investmenhneeds
from a productivity standpoint'

Encourage labor,-rnanaOrrient cool etation
to enhance productivity *and the quality of,
worlong life

Without compromising legislative intent
%.

identify and recOnimend changes in "goy
ernment regulation which will Improve pro.
ductivity

'.1

9

Ak

Stimulate aryl support industry task forces
formed 'to conduct programs for Indus'
trywide productivity improvement

4

Develop and recommend more effective
approaches to improving productivity ir the,
pliic sector

1 'rove 14 review coordination and sate
g ion of productivity enhancement effolts
of other Federal agencies

Develop a better tindersianding of the con-
cept of productivity and encourage better
techniques for measuring productivity
changes

The Board 61 DireCtors may contain up to 27 mem
tiers representing business labor the Federal Gov-
ernment State and *cal, governments institutions
of hrgher education akt,others from the private and
public sectors The drrectorsdetermine the Center s
role and actiVities through committees forme.d to

steal with substahtlite issues def.neo in an October
)975 policy statement

The Center as loca tad u Washington 0 C Ii seeks to
the various points of .view affecting produc

tivtty growth determine wh.th of thev views tan be
recdncrled to further productivity IrnOtOvernent and
encourage .within and intOnu ,./a riot's groups
tddperati./P Int toward Ordriut Ci2igirt

ri)
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. .PREFACE ,

\ .

. \The General Accounting Office has targeted manufacturing tec °logy--
%

espec;elly small-batch manufacture of parts--for examination by a National
Centit or Yroductivity and Quality of Working, Life.. Small -bate production
involvin ain 'y metal cutting and machiningis economically critical because
of (1).th . met working sector's significance to.other. manufacturing Indus- ,

tries; (2) 'the, parent lag in introducing numerioally,controlled machines
, and other ap riate technologies in many U.S machine shops; and (3) the '

possibility of achieving impressive productivity ,gains through a large-scale
shift to newer metalworking technologiest .

.
.

. . . .

This report reviews the iTle of technological factors in metalworking.
and the 'training required to adapt to new metalworking technologies. A basic
question is whether firmq that have adopted the new technologies helve en-
countered substantial obstacles in'trainini and developing the skills of
their work forces.

Xbereporr is organized in three parts. Parts f end II deal with tech-
nology and training and draw upon.several pubric and private surveys and
studies, plus extensive telephone and written cantacts with knowledgeable
.persons in industry, unions, trade and professional asaociatioDs,and train-
ing institutions. Part III consists of ,four ctse studies of training in

metalworking.

The. Center acknowledges, with. deep appreciation, the,frank and.thought-
ful accounts Of technologicil adjustment and training that were shared by
cocporate and union representatives. Thanks also are ektended to officiali,"
at the General Accounting Office, Bureau of Labor Statistics, the National
Science Foundation, several editors of teapical journals, members of con-
sulting organizations, and officials of variods,professional and trade asso-
ciations;. all of whom were extremely cooperative and provided useful data
and insights.

. The.report was prepared by A. Harvey Betitsky, a consultant to Che Cen-
ter. Edgar -Weinberg, Assistant Director for Policy at the Cerkter, provided

'direction in its preparation.

.
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SUMMARY:

iWo recent innovationspro rammabtakcontrollers and programmable hand
calculators--appear to meet e r ommendation in a General Accounting Of-
ficereport to deve160 meta Qrk Ochnologies.that. will be "cost effective
in the environment of smellAW6edium-batch plants." These innovations are
considered,along with thejapre familial: numerical control, Xn Part I of this
report.

/ \
.

.
.

Programmable controllers have long been associated with mass production.
But they can also be used in small-batch production with stand-alone machines
and as interfaces for numerical control, and they can dramatically reduce
downtime.

...

The int2roduttion of new control devices has reduced training requirethents
for controller operators and maintenance personnel beta se machine failures
occur less.frequently and the time needed to repair eakdowns is.usually
shorterithan that for earlier models. Operators c'n "program," in their nozmal

language after. an average of only 3 days training. Because operators are
activety involved with the controllers, job' satisfaction appears to be high.
The feasibility of in.-house training on controllers is another attraction for
ome firms.

.

No major capital investment is needed toachieve the prpductivity in-
crease that results from using programmable hand calculators. The calcula-

' 4.: tors enhance theerole JP machine operator, by making more use of their abil-
.

.

ities and jagment. An engineer or even ,callege freshman or sot/more
with a good mathematics background can piepaie programs for storaggin meg-

. neticvtape, enabling an operator to computi,fiachining costs per pa a

calculatorand move toward an optimum cost level. Technical expertEbelieve
programs can be amass- produced for use in small machine shops. Widespread

usesof the calculators could yield substantial cost savings in machining.

'
.

Part I also biiefly considers powder metallurgy and "nontraditional"

. machiningadditional technologies that can be used in making metal parts.
. ,. _Brief consideration also is given to other innovations that teay be the links

between the machining of today and the even more advanced machining of
tomorrow.

. .
Part II deals with training requirements and sources of training and

shows that skills present in the work force may affect the kind'of technol-
ogy that i adopted. frraining 'to adapt to some of the newer (ana even con-
ventional) technologiels has been lagging, even though the skills needed to
operate su h innovations as numerical contrOl (NC).do not exceed the,learn-
i4g capabilities ofthe current work force and of new entrants into metal-
working. Highly skilled technicians are neededfor parts programing on
advanced NC Tls, ana personnel with high maintenance skills are needed

--.\
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to keep the costly and
complicate#

d equippint.in
4

woiking order. However, meth
ine operators on all but the most advanced eqt4Pment make fewer decisions diem

do
.

operators on traditional equipment. .

Most training has been provided by the metalworking firms. Manufactur
ers' associations, machinetool builders, and software firms that provide pro
graming for machining have also provided some training. Educational insti
tutions outside the industry are other'sources of training. Part II describes
ome of'these programs:

.Only about 15 percent of the metalworking firms surveyed by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics provide structured training; the rest use only
informal training. The metalworking industry prefers handson train
ing on a firm's own equipment. '

.The traigingprovided by Nc.machloe ianufecturersstakes 2 td 5 days
i'

. .

and is considered an important aipect., of.marketini the vechines.".
,

. ., '

A t.cMore than 25,000.people have taken a htsi4 1day atning:courite

provided by John A. Moorhead Associates at various_ sites,. An interd.

sive 1.week course for NCCcOrdinatora, also pkovideChy the Moorhead
firm, is sponsored by the It3tionS1,Nacliine Tool BuilOis' Association.

. -

. N ..

i .
; e.: '1I,

Manufacturing Data *stabs Inc., the largest prover oftt e44ba9d
NCtape preparationeystems,'Weie to .Grain, io a-A-Tweek c rse,

"good machinistiebout.programing,exterieoce. , .

, . tt,

. ) . . .

The Machinabilitx,Data Center has trained representatives from numgr '-'

ous companies.endtsome government agencies in a 2day seminar on prac
tical machining principles for,phop application.

4 .

Training has also be %n furnished by seve*el trade and professional ,

associations. Tile Society of Manufacturing Engineers sponsors various
cdker .ences and teaching materials to keep members abreast of improve,,
ment8 in....techRology, Thn'mumpri;,11 contrro snriory hnidg Accasastrud-

-0seminars ..

conferences.and for its members. .The Metal Powder Industries
'Federation also sponsors conferences and intensive 2 ind 3dayacrd

tseminars. " . ....-.. ,.. . ..

.A survey of He technology instruction rroiided'Ily Postsecondart
c tionel institutions teuialed that-insufficient irstrlictioin'is'given

11g in "net, technology, parlikuJarly in the areas of computeraided menu
fact, ring."A4so, practical. applicatiOn_hAiienerally.been aksent in

. coIleges. lase than 10 percent of the Oersonnel employed in NC re
ceived their traininkljtooteducationakinstitaions.

T.

Hennepin Technical center, located in.astfliArb'of Minneapolis, is
Oniquewbecause it accommodates the technical requirements of several
powder metallurgy firms in its own area and also-of some firms in
other States.

Some private vacttional schools offering NCrelated trainingfound
that employers place'new, inexperienced' employees on thtir Oldest

o -x-



machine tools; therefore, their triining concentrates upon such mach-
ines. Other schools provide NC instruction because they have iden-
tified employers who seek lraduates with such.training. 6

The third and fina'. part of this report considers diyerent.forms of
training within four metalworking firms of varying size and technology. Two

of the case studies deal mainly with sources of, and_needs.for, NC training.
The other two cases describe training for powder metallurgy and electrochemi-.
cal machining. .

Kearnby & Trecker Corporation'has pioneered in, introducing NC machines
and machining centers. The firm also manufactures a programmable
cycle controller Ind equipment that minimizes maintenance (and there-
fore training) requirements. Training programs for purchasersof

: Kearney & Trecker machines are short but include responsi ility for
studying course materials sent out" 1 month before the st t of.covses
in programing pr machine maintenance.

The focus in this case study is on training needed by employees adapt-
ing to NC machines within a large metalworking firm classified mainly
as a job-order shop. As for most technoluoical changes at the firm,

affected personnel were given considerabil-advance notice of the shift
- -06 NC, and workers.did not resist its introduction. Employment and' .

training changes were probably similar to those in other firms adopt --
, ing NC. Employmint did. not change much: fewer machine operators and.,

somewhat more maintenance personnel are needed and some employees have
been shifted to the new occupation of programigg. The idju'stment:of

machine operator4 to NC was facilitated by using several; tracing
machines, or duplicators,, in training. About one ehird pf the firm's

electricians, including some wi0,1 20 to 30Lyears' experience with
the firm, enrolled in and completed four electronics cou ses on NC
equipment maintenance. 41

A ,T
A new technology may present a consideilphle die-tense tole wdrk force.
Such was the case-with ahr Precision 'Pools, Inc., whose experience
'offers some lessons in the learning neededto enable emp oyees to al-
just to technical innovations. The president of Lehr an the firm's

other engineers work "shoulder-to-shoulder" with their ,w rkerorto
provide training in challenging aspects of the job anet teach em-

ployees about the economic problems of'producing pirts the,e2ec-
ttochem.ical process.

Merriman Inc.,`in the absence of optsi4e capabilities t provide in- ap
- struction in powder metals technolggy, has had to furn h much of its

training internally. Because the set-up specialist is of central im-
portance in manufacturing powder metal parts and must ave consider-
a8le'skiLl, labor and management have recognized sian ards for qual-
ifying training in a 3-year apprenticeship. , .

I .



PART L. CURRENT AND ?MERPINGTECHNOLOGIES
METALWORKING

Mechanical material removal was used with manrs first identifiable
tool-the chipped flint knife. Now--2 million years latex- -new

.,Mechanical material removal processes are still emerging.(4)*
. ,

Machine tools, also c alled the "master tools of ptoduction,", are used to
manufacture a tremendous variety of parts and Compolients for end products.

Macaning,is the largest industry in the manufacturing sector; it accounts
for more than 40,percent of the labor-hours expended in manufacturing. More-
over, because machine tools and the parts they supply are basic to producing
otrieedurable goodg, changes in the machine tool industry eyentually affect
virtually all other manufacturing. "Production shortages in (metalworking)
can cause rippiiiig effects, in Other sectors of tha;economy." (55)

/

A 10-yeat projection by
.

the U*.S. Departient of Commerce stresses the need
for moderniiing machine tolls to raise productivity and thus enable the U.S. .

.metalworking sector to compete in international markets. (61) A General Ac-
counting Office (GAO) survey of metalworking recommends that the productivity
of the technology used in manufacturing should bemadea "national priority."

According p, the GAO survey, although Ohly productiye,metal4orking
technologies have been pioneered ihthe.U.S., most of the newest technologies
hale been applied only by, a comparatively few large, American firms; -those in
high-technology or capital-intensive industries such'as aerospace.

. Metalworking industries consist of many small- and medium-size firms.
Even the largest machine tool builders are not large by American standards.
Among the users of machini tools, Jess than 25 percent of metalworking parts
are manufactured 1* mass produption. It is widely accepted,tbat some three-
quitters of all parts are manufactured in lots of less than 50.pieces. Nearly

. -
90 percprittof the firms currently represented by the National Tool, Did and
Preq.siOn'Machining Association Ave 45 or fewer employees. Nevertheless,
the many mall metalworking firma that produce nly in smell runs or batches
account for more than one-third ofltfie manufac uring portion of the gross
national prodIct. .

1- Numerical Control
,

Numerical control (NC), developed largely under U.S. Air Force sponsor:.
ship in the 1950's,,has turned out to be a much more productive manufacturing

u technology for the metalworking sector than the more widely used, traditional,
manually operated machine tools.

.4.11.1

*Numbers in brackets refer to the numbered list-at the end of this report.

4
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,, .
'All NC machines - - including the basic NCmachine tool, which is,.contrplled

by (or receitea instructions from) punched tape or other media -- introduce

is

auto%
l matic control llt° metalworking.' Although automatic control is usually associ-
atedwith large-scale production runs, NC s suitable for small runs, because
it significantly reduces set-up time compared to manually controlled machines
and allows differentpaiEs to 'be machioed merely by changing a tape and reset-
ting the tools. Thull, the economic break -eyeepoitfris reached at smaller lots
than with conventional, machilles. .

. , .

1.:.- . .

Conventional michini tools use only about one-third.of available,cutting
time, but because.Nc at,lows high-speed tool positioning, some twoTthirds-of

'available cuttint.time can be used. Additional economies are achieved with
N.C.macgines. equipped with aultOmatic,tool changers that hold different types
'of cutting tools.. These machining centers, as they are called, improve pro-

' duciivity by minimizing set-up time at the machine and enabling an operator
. .

to control more than one machines .1.

.

0

i. .

NC also produces parts with greater reliability and iepeitability than
do conventional methods. Most errors are eliminated, so time and materials
are saved. NC is especially effective in these situations in which hOman
error occurs most frequ4ntly: machining complex parts of high quality that
require many precise operations with various tools.' In fact, somescomplex
parts canenly be produced with NC. The_economies resulting from NC can
reduce unit labor costs by 25 to 80 Percent. Human drudgery on_rapetitivq
jobs is'also reduced by using NC machines rather than manual methods.

..t

.

.

Improvements inNC.

.
. Adaptive control, an papdriant innovation in NC technology, can increase
machine productiyity. It offsets such. factors as material and.process Varia-
tions and permits optimum cutting. The programer of operator formerly per-
formed some of the functiols now carried out by adaptive control.

.

. -
. .

Hardwired NC, with a special-purpope'computer, has also been united with
''the generalas

important as the introduction pf the assembly line and interchangeeble
general. purpose computer, a combination many .authorities consider to be

...,

pqrts. This innovation has taken several forms:. One is Computer Ntrerical
Control (CNC), in'which i minicomputer contr,ole.a single machine. Another is

)1(

Direct umericql.Control (DNC),, in which [a computer) normally coptrols sev-
eral d'fferent machine tools so that more machine time is available for metal
cutting than is the case with tape. Both CNCand DNC electronically store
NC data and Consequently, tend not to need a tape.readec to .put the program .

for the part into the machine tog). Because less electronic hardware is in- --

volved in computerized systems, initial inveistment.andmaintenarice costsace
lower than for conventional systems.

....

NC 'is considered the beginning of an evoluti onary process in manufactur-
ing technOlogy:

. , ,

[Nc is the.] primary and most prevalent function found in th ver-
all concept wHereby the complete preplanned and programme sign,

and production functions will be processed, stored, an ly

.. executed with the aid of 'a computer. CAD (Computer Aided Ago)
.... . .

2 .1.!f
. .

et- . .t
.."!"
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'N.

and-CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturingwill be the eventual out-.
. .com ,`and .NC is just one phase in the overall applica;ion.of the''

com user in the,manufaituring and marketing process. 1211

'AX
Ess iati n and the Society of Manufacturing Engineets.io review the Defense

Al.
.DepEtmen s manufacturing technOlbgy program? more than two - thirds' of the - .

.

.. .

participa is identified. CAM and CAD as the ManufactUring technologies most
,

""Iiitely to raise productivity during the' next 10 years.

1 .

.

4

-Utilization of NC. '

recent coriference'sponsored by the American Defense Preparedness

Despite its advantages, NO is not widely used. The aircraft industry
uses NC more titian any other Industiies,:_but in .1973 Jessthan 5 percent of
the industry's machine tools were numeriCally controlled: _CAM is:used pri-
warily by medium- and large-size concerns but most small' firms. have not

adopted even the basic NC machines. ,I,tss therfone-fifeh of t1.4 firmsri-
sponding.to the 1975 GAO survey had one or.mOre4NC machihe tools, and NC

4tools represented leothan 1 percent of machine tools tfiey used.

The GAO also found that approximately halt the firms surveyed did not use
a''cOmputik id any way, and less than 25 percent had a computer on site. [101

A
. . . .

. .

According to a recent American Machinist survey, only,about*3 percent
of the metalcutting machine tools in thi.nonelectrical machinery industry,
which represents about ope-lhird of metalworking, were numerically controlled.
However, it is estimated that about one of every eight metalcutting tools .

.k4

installed during the past 3 years was NC. The impact of ifi0 NCImachines on
industry pioductivity is much greater than their number suggests, however,
because they are much more productive than manually operated tools, (25r

.

. .., i

..

.... .

q r. The steady decrease in the size and price of computers is accelerating
. .....

.
progres*.jin NC teehnolog, and, much of the new NG capacity being installed
is compSiegized. :4icrocomputers (also called microprocessors), for example,
sometimes have their central processing unit on a single chip: Because of
their low cost, microc9rputers have been incorporated ein a larger share of
.computeriied NC systems; 'they alio hAye beefs applied to some very simple;
low-cost machine controls involving mamma data input. (251 Despite these
teChnical adi?ancea, some experts consider...the hardwired 14C better for some
applicat.iona than the computerized sysoms, which re4uire operating programs
or software, [251 . A

4

The GAO report, assessing the prospects for application of more nd-
yanced automated technology in the mid-1980's, concluded, "...the conditions,
methods, and processes of metalworking...may not differ drastically from
thoie found during [the GA01 mid-1970's survey.4 [101 Although the intro-
duction of NC machines is likely to expand at a moderate, steady pace, many
small firms feel intimidated by the new technology, These firms willproba-
bly Continue to use manually controlled machine leaat until they
overcome their, apprehensions by learning what is involved in,operating, main-

and.repairing NC machinery. 1651 One authority4Ospconvinced that '

NC can be successfully applied in companies employing as few as six peTaogka,
but,he advises that NC should not be adopted without careful study and

;

v..
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p lanningr-fear of,,competition and a hunch thaeNC will:succeed are itot suf-
fidient relations to convert. (40)

fr r-

. Programmable Controllers .
t

T ile GAO etUdy.called.fOr developing "new method s" and refining "speh.;
existing tedhnology...so

_

that it will be cost effective in the environment
of the smalland medium batch:plants." (10] Programmable controllers are
among the innovations NatLdeserve to be considered, though they may .not be
directly competitive with the'more established NC. The programmable control-
ler (PC), also called a.programmable logic controller, is an improvement .

over previous, hardwired control systems. PC,is defined by the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association as

a digital elecvonic control' apparatus using a programmable mem-
ory for the internal storage of instructions OlAch implement spe-

-cifiefunctions such as logic, sequencing, timing, counting, and
arithmetic to control through digital or analog input/output mod- /

ules various types of machines or processes. 1571 581

F.Cs vary considerably in sophisticatiOn. The simplestare sequence
(or'pycle) controllers with a stepping switch, which permits one Step to be
taken at a time With a, drum-type stepping switch?, several steps can be
taken at a time. Operators may "program" in their own langilageor thatof
apegboard. Sequence is not a problem with modern solid-state controllers,
.which may be considered minicomputers. A "hidden digital computer-like,
device" relieves the user from hag to learn how to program a gener4IH
purpqpe cOmputtr.

.

Labors Factor in .PC -Development.

The moder9-era PC, with its programmable logic, was introduced in 1969.
Relays, which were costly because considerable labor was reqhired fox wiring,
debugging, and maintenance, were replaced by first-generation PCs. Because'

PC failures occurless often and the 'time to repair a breakdown is usually
shorter, firms Using PCs realized savings by reducing downtime and 1:5; elimi
nating costly training for operators and maintenance personnel. Declining

A electronics costs and greater computer use later led to-the acceptance of
second-generation PCs. Some 1' have had two additional benefits% Opera-
tors remain actively involved in' tile machining process, and the level of job
satisfaction is felt to be improved.

According to Professor Terry Taebel of'the General Motors Institute, only
minimal training is needed fOr operators to'adipt to PCs. Minicomputers are
programed at the factory to accept'the graph'eallanguage formerly used on
relay systems; unlike NC, the controller has only a few buttons. Engineers
who have worked with a relay system can be t wined in 1 day: Those without
recent'relay experience require about 3 days of training. Acc6rding to 32 PC
manufacturers, training ranges from t to 5 days, with 3 days the most common .

period. Training, in most oases, is held at the controller manufacturer's
site. (51)

-4- , 4,11;
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There are "two parallel trends...in the PC market: .one (is) toward A
smart PCs to handle the increasingly complex demands of installations like
transfer lines and materials-handling systems, and the other (is) toward ,

PCs aimed at low-cost:stand-alone relay-panel replacement." Isqj Control-
lers can be used fpr TOS production, as well as for bAtch productpon with
small, stand-alone machines. Programing for either is easy. awd flexible.

. -.4. a .

PCs are primarily used in automobile manufacturing, but%they'are so
..

important in processing industries, and recently they have been used ). _ . .

energy management. PCs have been used in metalworking to manufacture's
'

me , . ;.*

rather complex parts, but they are sometimes resisted on the grounds.th t one
machine is as good as another -as long-as the machine makes parts. This iv"
ignores the contribution tht controllers can make to metalworking produc 'v- .

ity. For example, downtile on traditional machines is high, and this'is
accepteas a natural condition, controllers, however, can reduce downtime y.,. VI

.

as much as 95 percent. .

fi. $
P

0
0 'U

$

[ ,

In some metalworking firms, PCs have been used as programmable machine
interfaces for NC systems. In one machine tool application, "each toolin a

`synchronous metalcutting machine with 85 tool groups can be changed at dif-
ferent inter and at different times. A PC keeps track bf how close each -
toolwas to i ed replaement based on humber of parts made." (1)

f
. I .

.. .
-

One firm prefers to apply PCs to small machines byusing a standard size
controller for several, machines, becayse PCs offer more features, greater re-
liab9.ity, and cost much less than a minicontroller for each machine. ''"We
have put controllersfon welders, die cast machines, punch presses, boring,
machinesrlktc12 zeesses, And'other..types of equipment." (31) 'A Detroif
firm with more-t 12 NC machines pla to introduce its first PC on anon-
NCIOnder. .

,

-44'4 4::."_

CM'Cincinnati Milacron,, a major machine tool manufaqpilreei,4ecided th :

allying a hardwired, solid -state antrollermiith some conventional machi es j
would,have substantial advantages. Its first controllers--the Cincinnati
ilAVidh Variable Cycle Congener (VCC,--were delivered in 1974. The VCC is

. identified generically as a memory logic controller. In, contrast to the PCs,

which are designed for longer, runs, the VCC contains a memory that can, be
set up for any number of pfeces requiring two or more axes of movement.

. .

Among the benefits Cincinnati Milacron claims for the VCC is that4 can
bridge the gap between conventional and NC machining. Like NC, it a*Ohtes
a machine, but it does not upgrade a machine; as a result, none of.the inher-
ent _flexibility of manual operation ik"lost. VCC, pro!ides manual"machines
with speed %(reduced times for set-up and part cycle) and accuracy comparable
to NC, but it costs less. VCC-produced parts are more consistent in quality
than those produced by manual machining. VCC is effective in making parts,

._th e dire from one to three machine tools, with movementsdone sequentially,
.,...-

and in making that are simple to me-glum in complexity. Although VCC is
not adaptable to comp arts demanding considerable tool change:it', slopes,
circles, and arcs, some VCC- eve been bought by aircraft makers for low-
volume production of parts.

4',
r

0.

t-
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VCCs a e used,td make A variety of hydraulic- control Valve stems for
ea equippeht Manufactured by the Caterpillar'kractor Company: The
.,CCs have k capacity of ,96 evehts, and they are used for small produciloti
batches. Productivity, llhas increased,, operator ca 410W tend two milling

i)
-machines^inetead of one°. A Caterpillar machine Shop foreman, rsported'that
he is most impressed by the improvemSTE in the Riality,of thffl parts produced
as a result of the epelitive accuracy possible withthe VCC. [56).

AccordiAg to an en9ipeir at Cincinnati Milacion, the VCC ,4n be eful
4

in overcoming the problem of finding skilled operators for milLing machines.
With the VCC, operators do not have to write ,any programstarid can use their
normal language. ..7t4 VCC"tan be depended on to -mrememberlu after the la-
chine teas been "tau§ht4 the operator's shill.

.

.

decreased sharply, largely because of the introduction
Because'some simgler controilerscost_S2,000 or'even
for trainiA Anstitutiops to offer instruction in PC

technology. t2; 32)

PC .dusts.

iw

PC
4
prices have

of microprocessors.

eSsi it is,feasible

PC sales have increased substihtiltly in recent year's and are still grow-
"ing. According to some observers, lc saLea_could soorOrektly exceed those of
NC. 'Others believe that .PCs areMoi likely to contile as at interface with
NC rather than as stand -alone machinesT exdeptlkhere cqmplex cycles have to be
performed over and again. The argument is thtt PCs are not cost effective for
small -batch ptodtiction, but that NC is, because it is, constantly reprogrammable

' . to Rake engineering changes. AnengAir at Bridgeport Machines indicated that
NC's flexibility in makil4 changes motivated his company to adapt a PC to a
empliterized NC machine, ratherithari offer a- PC by itself or with a convention-
al machine tool. 4'

G

--
Programmab14Hand Calculators

Hand calcu'ators are another"low-cost technology with potentially wide
,applicability to metalwork machining. Dr, Milton C, Shaw and colleagues at
,Arizona State University and Carnegie-MerlonUniversity recently developed a
roce'ss, using programmable hand:calculators,"calledManual Adaptive Control

( ), a form of adaptive control in w ich the, operator is the sensor and
inte ce Logtween calculator and machie% Because of the time and skill they
demand, calculations for MAC need to be made bylengineers. However, freshmen
and soph res with a good mathematics background, but little machine tool
experienc , are now being used in t'Iis exercise at ArizOna State University
and Carne e-Melloh University.

,

11410

MAC shifted..the emphasis, in .metalworking in two ways:* Greater use is
madc c4. the operaeor's ability and judgment, and no major capital investment
is needed. MAC'is mast easily appriedto,mass;produttion, but "shops `of all
seizes can benefit because the prcgrags are simple, the calculators arelkinex-
pensive, and products that see* different can be grouped.

/ . .14
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46 machining operation - - whether it is turning, drilling, milling, or
grinding- -has an optimulnirroductiop rate that leads to minimum machining cost
pir r#rt. For example;,ifi. a turning operation, speed is the variable to be

optimized ;dthjegard to c4st. TO minimize cost, =the. feed should be as large*
as feasible, tak4.ng ihto'iCcint surface finish, vibration, horsepower avail-
able; tool breakage, etc. Many other operations-require optimization for
only a slngle.yariable:e,04enl the ',Orator needs, only three or fOur trials-
to optiedie cost for a,sihglOariable.

,Lowucost, magnetic strip, ptogramiablecalculators could reyuei" in con-
siderable,saviqa. 111e econatimAind accuracy of MAC were eupported,by an ex-
perimeni which involved.determininA an optimum course.by independent calcu-
lations made by MAC ,and iy a much costlier computer program based on testing.
Although large.shops. could .generate their own programs, relatively general
prograis could be gips produced fot ust, in smaller:shops. The achinability
Data Center in 'Cinciftpati.selfs programs fdr machining-cost/and production-.
timaanalyses at a modest price. [54; 8J With a handheld Hewlett-Packard
calattator, a user (typically an engiaeer),.cat.input cut, time; andAoSt.data
and evaluate the effect of speed, feed,"and tool life on machining cost and
production time. a

irr two Case styles, Dr. Milton Shaw and bis associates found MAC.saved
up to 25 pergent in machining operations. If MAC were applied to one -third of

tbe iestimated $60 billion spent annually n machining, ,,nationwide, an average
saving of only 5 percent would total $1- billion per years

*

MAC also benefits workers by allowing machine operators to take part ih
the decisionmaking process during optimization, thus leading to more job sat2.
isfaction. MAC could alSo lead to the development of a work-incentive system

.based on the number of parts produced per unit of,time and on the.value of con-
sumable t4ing required to p.koduce them,.

A National Science Foundation grInt. made possible tiv?,successful MAC ap-,
plications involving grinding: .Another NSF-fundeeproject will apply in 14.
cases in small and large companies, These applications will cover a wi
range of machining operations and industries, and results Willbe repor edin
a casebook of typical MAC'applications. -Ibis caiebook ultimately will erve
as a textbook to introAuce manufacturingengineers to MAC. It is' anti tpated

that i training,organization will be set up to offer.l or 2 weeks of raiding
to prepare engineers to write specific programs. Machine operators would need
only minimal on- the -job' training..

4

Additional Technologies for Making Metal Parts
.. 51

ye' Tbe new methods of controlling machine tools co& raise the productivity
levels of NC machines and traditional &chine tools. Some other ney techno-

logies that are developing use nontraditional methods to parts.

Powder Metallurgy.

Unlike 'other metal-forming techniques, powder metal (P/M) parts are shaped

directly from metal powders. In the P/M process, metal powders are blended and

-7-
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the mixture is pressed under great pressure., in a precis/0A die,
Perature. After the part is ejected, it is sinterepheated) at
of\more than42f00 degrees Sahrenheit to bond the.particles-

0 - ti

.

teMr
tempesaturei

r.

Although metals in powder form have been used for centuries, :'modern
der metallurgy came into itsown Suring World War nand has since been grow=
ing more rapidly than other m tal-fabricating processes." Althbugh.somelP/M
parts do not need to be mach ned, some aramachined or are otherwise treated. t

P /M-has a strong productivi y advantage because it eliminates major-secondary
machining and trim and mac ining waste, an especially important factor with
high-priCed superalloys a d titanium. (58)

P/M is a fast, hig
to several thousand pa
skillAd machine oiler
maintenance personn

.

- volume production method; it produces several hundred.
is per hour Although labor input is rather low, some

ors are required, as well as highly skillId setup and

Most P/M par weigh less than 5 pounds; howiller, parts weighing more
o than 1,000 pound, can be produced by special techOquese. More than 60 percent
of all P/M parts are used in making automobiles. These parts are being sub-
Ofituted for castings and stamped assemblies. P/M is also used in the appli-
ance, agricultural equipment, business machine, electrical, electronics, and
machine tool industries'. In addition, B/M parts have markets in aerospace
(with its relatively low production quantities), nuclear, and still other
duitries.. Because P/M can produce complex and unusual shapes that are imprac-
tical to make by Other processes, P/M parts are promising for surgical implants.

-I 4

. .

Nontraditional Machining. 4'

Nontraditional machining has been defined by Guy Bellows as new material
removal teehniques.that have emerged since the early 1940's." (4) Although
nontraditional processes change rapidly, Sel.lows identified 26 of tiled on
the Market in 1976. These can be grouped'brthe kinds of.energy they use--
mechaniCel, electrical, thermal, .or chemical.,

4
.S"

Some of the factors tilsato.'sparked. the emand for P/M parts also led to the
development of, nontraditional processes.. these prod :bases use less materiel
from tougher and more costly alloys to make better and;more durable parts in
mote cdmplex shapes, The alloys used are more difficult to fabricate and have
only a smaX1 ft&tion of the machinability rating of the alloys used with 1..

. other methods. Nontraditional material removal piocesses make it possible to
manufacture coo9pmically component parts that are difficult, if not impossible,
to peke otherwise. .1-

The aerospace industry initially exploited these new processes, but they
are now'common in the automotive indaeries and, to a lesser extent, in appli-
ance manufacturing. Broader ihdustrialapplication is anticipated fer some
of theprocesbes.

0
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Q.
More Innovations and the-Future.

-.. ..1P

O ther important innovations 'm y be the `links between the machining o . .

today and the more advanced machint g of tomorrow. A recent iss4e of Manufac-
turing Engineering highlighted the ollowing,new technologies: horsepower
monitoring, signature analysis, the Caterpillar Tractor (CAT) adapteT,, and
iiprovements in tool materials. (15)

Horsepower monitoring is used for' adaptive control, and if alsogas non-NC

.

applications, especially in cases in which tool breakage is a seri
For example,. horsepower monitoring can 'replace the hula in listening

!

to

a gun - drilling. operation for likely difficulties and breakage.

,

Signature analysis is a "form off' status recognition based on trends." ACous;,
tical signature analysis, for example, ;an be used to detect bearing.failuTes
at their onset. The process works best if the signature is kept in micro-
processor memory.

t_

The CAT adapter is a simple device, but its long range impact may be as signi-
ficant, as that of numerical control. There were formerly more than'30 adapter

'makes, but now the machine tool industry is standardizing on the CAT adapter. .(

The CAT adapter significantly reduces cutting -tool inventory reqhirelnents;

this is especially beneficial to the small user of NC equipment. (1.5'1

Newly developed tool materials are an exceptionally important area of tetkno-

logige improvement. Though a single;t0iversal 'cutting tool would b ideal,
this gRal:will undoubtedly never be realized, and choosing appropriate.tool
materials will continue to be essential. When one recognizes that the perfor-
mance of an extremely expensive machine tool largely dependson its $30 eid

. mill, the imporf.Tridttrf--tiTe-uri-ge+4= material becomes apparent. J46)
.1, t

Although cemented tungsteq:carbide inserts will continue to beused,
the.price of tungsten is rising. This will make the coated carbides,
which were intrMiced in 1969, increasingly attractive because they in-
crease produCilitity and potentially save downtime ancinventory stmts.

IP Given their many applications, coated carbides would be more widely
accepted if there were not a confusing array of different coatings and
combinations of coatings and substrates. In addition, many machine
tools lack the speed-and-feed capability or the rigidity to.benefit
fully from coated inserts.

Ceramic inserts also hive certain advantages over tungs ten carbide:

They ean,be applied to nonferrous materials, nonmetallics, and super
alloys, as well as to steel and cast iron. , lc

. . IV'
,

COMPAX tool blanks--industrardiamodi Wanka produced, .$y General Elec-
tric- -also are available for machining nonferrous alloys and nonmetal-

lic workpieces. Thg longer tool life, higha machine productivity,
better part quality, and reduced scrap rates of diamond tools have re-:

duced manufacturing costs. (181

There are also new work materials, including advanced composites such
as boron/epoxy and graphite /epoxy. Because the new materials can be
formed into components requiring fewer fastenersthan metals do, they

-9- 1 (
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are ecdnomice ,x4; :dgsig6;:and labor. Moreover, these materials are'

'',oth-sprong d*lightweigfit; they can take considerable abuse and

ptill rgquir, lesi maintepance,than metal. -Although most apfilicationg
have been in the aerospfteeintustryl ,as prices decline material pro-'

ducera exp. 'to sett mOke applications. in the production of leisure
and i '151.01-induitties as automobile manufacturing. 164]

Towira-the,C uter AUto atedFactOi

olAccording Co a gurOey:e.the.American and foreign' scientists and. engineers

of.Tie Tneernati. al institution for Production Engineering Research (gIRP),
,

pOputer7automat d factories be a full-hlOwn reality before the end
. Of this,century.11391 The ultimate objective--the automated factory- -will be

f
spProached.by t q indutrialfied nations of the world through such "viable,

* economic step's' a.s.'4'iritekrated manufacturing software systems, group technol-
. ogy'celluks, ittutecturini, computer 'control and multi-ataxion-bangfeiturini

4syWoimg.."

./1. ;

7
CIRP has explored economic and - social incentives for establishing auto-

mated factOrieslor batch-type metalwork manufacturing. Economic incentives
include the higher Obductivity to be realized by .reducing the titie,thet parts
are inprovggs in-the shop and'h'y increasing the time thgt machines afrased..-'

. .

Sociel'incentives incfude the upgrading of job quality. The internapional
experts in CIRP feel that automation would provide safer, healthier, and more
satisfying jobs, with greater employee participation in decisioniaking.

.CIRPrecommends education and training to prepare for ohe automatiop of
factories: keeping,workers and educators informed.as the evolution toward
the automated,factiory proceeds;educating and training,management on the.
technical, economic, and social aspects of implementing the new technology;
providing more worker training in repair and maintenance; and providing more
and better formal education about computers, software, and alltomatiAgswhich

' emptiasizes the versatility students will need,.to meet changing career.situar
tions. [171 .
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PART II. 'TRAINING REQUIREMENTS'AND SOURCES OF /RAINIft
,

,. t
The lnd of metalworking technology that a firm adopti wifl'be partly de

r
. . -L. r iis.

termined by the,skills of its work force. For example, an Mk Force logistics
center decided against NC equipment,'simply because most eAggli center's ma
chine operators were experienced with conventional tools. likolber obstacle to
change is the inadequate supply,of manufacturing engineers ttAined in nontra

,..
' ditiOnal methods. . .

.

. -:

"......---9 The skills required to operate innovative machines.SA as_NC do not ex
.

ceed the learning Capabilities of either the existing Woitc, force or.new entrants
;.! .

into metalworking, but training in both new and conventional technologies hes
.

.
been inadequate. ,

.

1r
.4

Skill Requirements 'for'141C

- Except for the most complex NCmachines, WC tools eliminate the need for
highly skilled-machide operators. In fact, shortages.of skilled machinpts
and machine operators have, to an extent, actually accelerated _the introduc
tion of NC machinery in both this country and Japan. 161) Acaonding to the
training coordinator for the National Machine Tool Builders Assbfiation, some.
firms, in the past, used their best toolmakers or most skilled nahhinists
when introducing an NC machine, because they incorrectly believed that workers
of the highest caliber were needed for such expensive d productive machines.
Certain faCilities probably still are failing b, e ut, from NC's ability to
use less skilled operators.

This does not mean that using NC will elipinate'the need foi ..brained,pe r

. sonnel. skilled technicians are required to maintain and service NC
equipmenri.,a trainett programers are needed to write NC programs; some ob
servers even el that graduate engineers are needed to prepare the computer
programs.' (53]

:. .. . 'ZisP

/ 1.-
,,,

't ,.

'...

- Part Programer Skills.

'AcCording to the U.S. pepartment of Tabor, the new technical pO>tton of

part programer for NC require) mathematics, the ability to visualize objects
and motions in three dimensions, and an Understanding of cutting and tooling
principles. (62] A General' Accounting' Office survey found that programers must
be able to derive* from engineering drawings, the data "to program the numer
ical calculations to control machine movements." 1101. Skill requirements vary,
however. Programing for the simplesform of NC, which involves a point-h6.7
point machine tool, is-relatively simple and requires only the Ability to read
engineering drawings and to understand machining. But toolmakers being re .

trained today on advanced NC tools do need more knowledge of programing, mathe
matins, and computer sciences than they would have needed in the early years of
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NC. (At least one fixm which i s applying Cincinnati Milacron's Variable Cycle
Controller, utilizes its work standards personnel to write programs. The.job, *

which is much simpler than that of NC programer, is performed by employeet ----
who are not college graduates.)

"Machine col Operator Skills. s.
A trade journal-report on NC ascribed the revolutionary nature of MC

tools to the replacement of machining method's which draw upon precise "opera-
tor.(motor) skill and intuition" with "an entirely conceptual documentation '

(through programing) of all machine motions and functions needed to machine
a workpiece." [21)

10-year-old study that,pqmpared the skills of machihists on NC with
_those

A
bl workers on convenpfenal machinee also concluded that NC operators

could .be less.skilled thantconvenionel operators. [26] ,Although operators
had the dgkterity to operate NC machines, it was found that certain
operators might benefit from specialized training in tape language, display
codes, anctockraia sheets to increase their perceptual skills for machine won-

' storing an' conceptual skill'to handle much more symbolic information. It was
Also found that NC operators had,to make substantially fewer decisions than do
qperators of conventional aachinis. According to the U.S. Department of Labor,

, NC machine tool operators need less knowledge because tapes are programed to
'control speedi,-4eeds. and width tnd depth of cut.

.
,

. .

t However, operator's need new skills for advanced NC equipment that allows
, ,functions whici preViouslY 4euJid not be terformedkacticably. Thus, the job'
of 'a worker who operates twolpC lathes (and thereby raises productivity eight-
fold) is nor- like that'of a conventional lathe operator. According to the
presidelit of a firm that manufaciures'sophisticated machine tools, such a *

work* is less a machinist than a "machine manager!" (6) Workers in capital-
intensive automaed system must be able to dial very quickly with unexpected.
and varied Affi:6ultikes; individual initiative idEneeded, rather than the usual
form of superVision.In fact, initiative may even be the most important "skill"
operators,phoul0 111.21 4

r
t

,Maintenance
4

- 1 2 -

s
4 . 4

NC machines are expensive and have complex control Wstems; preventive
maintenance 4s neceAeary to assure their optimum use.i PriT4htive maintenance
mechanici should trained in the technology Cfelictronics and have a work-
ing knowle4e,of hydraulics, pnedmatics, and, ofcourse, mechanics. Preve)tive
maintenance is simplified if hardwired systems, with; their many phnted wiring
boards,are reRAraced by. microcomputer NC systems, which allow "...resident,
plishbutton-actuated, boardleveliself-test circdgrs.with direct visible feed-
back...of circuit integrity.': [19] (Prexentive maintenance' and reliability
control will be on the agenda of the Fifth World Congress on the Theory'of
Machines and Mechanipms in Montreal, Canade, in Jury 1979.)

It is noteworthy that an engineer Icho has appp.ed programmable control-
.

lers to small machine t9pis believes conikollers can be simply maintained,
if, in the design of tai controllsystem, the program pticed into a machine ,
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takes Mikotenance into account by making it feasible to troubleshoot the
machine easily if it,is not operating properly.

Shortage of Skilled Workers

AccoAlig to an Industry Week survey of manufacturing industries, 0 pep-
. .

cent of the responding nonelectrical machinery manufa4hring plants reported
shoila s in skilled workers. (131, The most severe needs were for machine
opera rs, mechanics, electricians, and tool and diemakers. More than half ef
the 1 2.resaindents reported hortages in skilled workers, but none reported
majo problas in finding co user operators or programers. A GAO study con-
firm d' shortages of skilledmachinists for conventional machine tools. Qual-
ified maintenance personnel for NC equipment are alsp in critically short
supply: In 1976, 35 percent of the job listings in N-C, COMMLIMTgewere openings_ )1 ',

iof ths type. . -

. 4
0. t N ; . ;

.. .
, Various explanations are offered for these shortages. One isthat experi-
enced machine operators are leaving their craft/to be trained as part program-
ers.. IndustrylWeek cites manager resistance to on-the-job training, relating
costs for this to the. 1974-75 recession. According to sOokesmen for the Na-
tional Tool, Die and Precisidn Machining Association, large companies in other

, industries have"for some 20 years been pirating employees from the si*aller,
skill-intensive toolmaking firms. Apprentice training is lagging, and it has
been maintained diet, if minority members and women would forego high current
earnings in production-line jobs in order to train as machinists, ultimately
they could realize a greatei payoff as'- skilled journeymen. The state of the
labor market also has other economic implications. Because of the lacy o

----stilled personnel, one aircraft manufacturing supervisor estimated that h
must hire 20 percent more-people to get Ahe job done.. Moreover, as journey-

. men have been "deskilled" by splintering their responsibilities, pride in the
job and productivity have suffered.

.

Training: !Response to the Worker Shortage

The shortage of skilled workers, rather than impeding tech nological.
change, can be Malt with by training arid/or retraining. Several European
meiel:firms, for example, prefer to train local workers in the firm's plant

v, , in another country, rather than adapt their production methods to the skills

of available workers. 4291
.

'Training islnecessary for.NC programers--who, because of nonstandard
equipment, must learn several languages and machines- -and for'filaintenance

workers. One user of NC tools estimates that controls have changed so radi-
cally-thee many mainenance personnel are 3 years behind the latest techno17
ogy. Arias that Taal subcontract their maintenance because they lack in -house

trained personnel incur costly downtime. The'Oiltear Company of Milwaukee
7;

specifies similar controls and spindles on it,iNt machines to standardize
spare parts, servicing, and tooling and thus simplify maintenance. The elec-.

trical engineers, electridians, and mechanical4supervisors trained to service
the machines are taught the fundamentals of maintenance by NC.tobl builders.

4 1_4
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Training is'offered by the industr itself. Metalworking firms offer
on-the-job training to update present iployees and apprenticeship and other
training for' new employfes. MacWj.ne tool builders, software firms (in pro-
.graming), trade associations, and educational and training institutions out-
side the industry 'are also a source of training'

Structured Training.

.The Burfat of Labor Statistics during 1974 surveyed-structured training
programS for 14 skilled manual occupations in four metal industries: fibri-
cated metal products, nonelectrical machinery; electrical machinery;and
transportation equipment. I631 Excluded from tjle(jurvey were the most common,
forms of training: learnihg 'through work experience and informal and casual
training. The statistics should be viewed with caution because standard

sur-
vey

(whibh measure variations that arise by chance) were high and the sur-
vey was unable to identify important changes in training methodology that some
firms adopted. Only. 15 percent of the surveyed establishments provided struc- '

tured training it lie or mare of the 14 selected skilled occupations. Of the
nonelectrical machinery establishments, 18 percent offered training - -the high-
est percentage among the four industries. Thai greater the number of employees,
the more training was offered. Of those.in training,.71 percent were in qual-
ifying.programs;.only 29 p4rcent were enrolled in structured, skill-improve-
ment programs. Of the establishmehts that offered structured training, three-
fourths evaluated their,programs periodically, usually by supervisory fe'edbacK.
Trainet follownp, examinations, and outside evaluations were used much less
frequently. Nearly'85 percent of the establishments, with structured training
did not have a specific training budget.

The reason most often given by employers for providing trialnin4 was that
this is the best way job skills can be learned, and (according to 'an official,
of the National Machine To 'bl BuildersAssociap%on) there is a definite indus-
try preference for providing in- house, hands -tin training on a firm's own equip-
ment. Anothei reason Ots that employees had inadequate educational and/or
training backgrounds. Tho sufficiency of informal training was the main reason
for' not offering structured training; the small number of skilled jobs,to be
filled was anothir important reason; other firms preferred to recruit workers
aie'were 'already trained by others), and one-fourth of the establishments
lacked the capability"to provide structured training:

In 1977, The Conference Board, inc., published the results pf*its survey
industry'sndustry's training methods. 134] More than 600 companies,. From industries

accounting for about half the total private employment.in the U44.ted States,
responded to the survey. The results indicate that corporate training efforts
are characterized by practicality.and a concern for minimizing educational
outlays...Corporations prefer to use short-term courses (including learning
modules),dtelf-study materials, and operating specialists and managers, rather
than prOtessionaf educators.

4.

Training Modules at'Cincinnati Milacron.

Many aspects of training at Cincinnati MaaCton may typify education and
training programs by corporations with 500 or more employees. Cincinnati

-14- 0 -
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Milacron has,recognized that 'training must be, cost effective and adaptable

to changing needs. The firm's training effort has also been influenced by
expansion and improvemehts in public vocational education within the fine's,

. central manufacturing area. Milacrdn's training is responsive to changes in
machine-tool technology and to such new technologies ee minicomputers, micro-
circuitry, and NC systems, whichar4 related to the firm's diveresification'
into other fields, including plaitics.

The firm 'shifted away from general training intoolbuilding, because it
could mean training would "go on,forever." It also was not considered eco-
nomical to continue using a centralized training facility owing to the rapid
changes in equipment and techniques. Milacron's shift from 4vfstibule" train-
ing to the use of existing, in-place equipment during downtkmelwas not perma-
nent. During the middle of 1977, in tesponse to a peed for more workers to
accommodate demand for much higher production, Milacron ,risuned vestibule
training on surplus or third-shift ekuipment. The firm also wanted to be
'able to adept more women 'and minorities into machine operator'and assembly 1

positions. The vestibule setting has served to introduce inexperienced per-
sons into the7shop environment and to 'raise their retention rate as regular
employees. (34]--

F
Milacron's training is based on careful diagnosis of and prescription fore

individual raining needs. An important training tool is the ;nodule, Which
is 'a "u it of needed information and/or-skill that has been translated into a
unit o study." Milacron is building a library of modules, adding new modules
and removing otheis according to its continuing redefinition of need. Mila-
cron's training modules meet this requirement by including behaviorally de7
fined objectives and a specific performance standard as an evaluation device. .4m

(47] According to a report of the National Center for Productivity and Qual-
ity of Working Life, evaluation is an important feature of training programs,
beCaUse it is likely to engender a greater commitment to training. [41]

The modular technique is used both for new hirev and for currelbt est?
Noyees who'are receiving technicaj. training, especially in, machine operation/
it' will be extended to management deirelopment and education. Milacron's Per-,

sonnel Development Department, which is responsible for training, continuing
education, and customer traininik opekates with a much smaller 7tIff since the

-shift to module training.

To reduce high turnovet among new employees, Milactg;,developed a machine
operator shop-learning,program, which gives hirees a better understanding of
whit they are doing and of,its relationship to the otherwork of the company.
Formal training lasts for about 4 weeks; however, an operator may be in a
learner category until the required performance level is attained, sometimes
as long as a year. Continuing education and training are considered important
for all company Personnel; supervisors are involved in day and evening

programs, which usually last a week.

Apprenticeship and Other Qualifying Training.
4/101t, 0

. The National Machine Tool 'Builders Association favors apprenticeship
becaufe many skilled tool ind 'diemakers will soon retire '(their average ge

in the St. Louis area, for lexample, is 55) and because many graduate

.
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apprentices ultimately bealue,supervisors. Apprent'ceship fnd other qualify-
ing training are costly and, of course, do not imme t tely alle,tg.. shortages .

f "lied workers. I
.

\
Some firms have cut back on_apprehticeship training 9n the grounds thise% '

many machinists work almost exclusively on only'one or.two machines and that
apprenticeship, which usually takes 4, years, 'is not cost effective. The Fed-
eral Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training can (in its approved apprentice-
ships) shorten the period if trainees are sboWn to be'able to progress more
quickly than in the prescribed Oeriods. Apprenticeships have increased in
Illinois since several firms got-the traiqing period for machinist apprentices
redupalto 3 years. ,

% .

1" . ,
.

Cincinnati Milacron's rchine7trades apprenticeship As listed as a 4 -year
. _

program, Jolt it carries.thelquivalehtof a 2-year associate -degree in evening '

school. Two-thirds of the program is job related; the other third is academic.
. Milacron has also had college cooperative students. These students generally

develop into technicians, but also may become journeymen and supervisor* after
they receive their associate degrees. . ../ .. r''l

.
.

AP
Detroit has.coasidered instituting a joint - employer approach to appren-

ticeship and other forms of qualifying training in Order to meet the need7for
machine builders, machinists, and machine operators with.traditional skills.
The program,svhich would resemble the.cooperati4e training ventures the,con-
struction industry hasruh-gertaken in'response to its highly fluctuating em-
ployment, wourd be conducted by the Detroit Machine Tool Personnel Associa-
tion; a group of 16 firmi. Tonic, Inc., is typical of these firms. It- is a

job shop with about 18'0 employees. The firm does not have a major product
line, which makes ii--difficult to predrict production loads and to support a
formal apprenticeship program (althbugh the company did have one in the past).
The association may try to deal With the problem by sponso'ring a program as
a concerted effort.

The multiemployer approach to training has also-made some progress in
DuPage County,°I11., a suburban area west of Chicago. Employers have actively
supported the machine tool operation program Offered to high school students
by the area's public vocational educatiOn center. The program reflects some
employer prefelence for moving away from a formal' apprenticeship program,
which one employer claims "only teachisexperience, not knowledge." It is
hoped that cooperation between the school and"- employers can expand this pro-,
gram to include adult trainees.

Since 1964, preemployment training programs, conducted by the Natitinal
Todl, Die and Precision Machining Association and funded by the U.S4epart-
meat of 11abor, have enrolled nearly 12,000 economically disadvantaged, unem-
ployed,hr underemployed trpinees. The programs consist of two I2-week phases.
During the first phase, trainees .spend 35 hours a week (five77hour days) in
school. Three hours a day are devoted to acquiring background skillsshop,
math, blueprint reading, shop theory, and so forth; the remaining 4.hours are
sperlt learning to operate machines--drills, mills, lathes, grinder . Trainees.
receive $65,weekly,. plus a nominal travel allowance.

During the second phase, trainees work for local metalworking plants.
Trainees are registered under State apprenticeship regulations and receive

$
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. ow:the-job tgining during the day and related training'in the evening. Some
employers give'toinees who successfully .comptete the .program a 24 -week` credit'

P on'a 4-year appreriticbship.

."4, . ,

Traintng for.Machine Tool Purchasers. .

r
.

Accordingtto one survey, 66 percent of the. persons working with NC sys-
tems were trained fn- house. (31 One out of five of ihe 'workers ills trainee
by manufacturers-=16 percent by..equipmedc manufacturers and .4 percent by 9on7
trol manufacturirsho view training as a very important aspect of marketing
their mach4hes:

. . . . 4 . ,- . %-. .
. .

Training costs to%purchasers vary. Initial maintenance training is in-
. . eluded in the purchase price of'NC machinoi. Charges for training.progt\amers,

- planners; and liaison personnel varx,:with the policies of supplierlk and in-
house capabilities. [Ill loraverexpenses and wages paid to employees during

° the, training pario4
i
are majov.cost items.

,
.

According to a survey by American Machinist of some.50 suppliers tfho pro-,
. vide most of the RC systems in North America, training ranges from a half day,

in a smati oumbei of cases, to 14"days for maintenance training, 'in one in-
tance. Programers' training averages-3 days; operators', nearly 2-1/2 days;,

an ha,t of maintenance persons, 5 gays. In general, training periods on
Iltardift systems were very short; more sophisticated `systems took longex. In

only a few, stances was,training provided on a pUrsthaser's site; apparently,
most trainin01.,provided at the factories that make the tystems.,125] Th

disttibutors of,Arldgeport machine tools (and probably ather distributors a
well) send out factory-trained instructors' when a purchaser cannot attend
manufa'cturer's training sessions or when enrollment. is at a maximum.

.

4.0
s . .

, r

The vice president, of marketing of Kearney & Trecker,Corporation feels
. that, in the case of a Inige*NC system, machine jtstallation'should occur in

tanned phaies along with intensive traiping He suggests that NC machines,
.chcan be operated with a punched tape, be installed one at a time, so th'at' '

es can gradually become acquainted with the machine's capabilities. 4
tic materials handling Systemcould be introduced next, and finally,

rect num rical
-

rol. [431
'

i
.

Some:thoughti4and effort ve been devoted to the problem of distrib4ting
information on the character tics and operations of NC machines. Until about
3 years ago, a Connecticut oncep used a few mile displays and mobile ma=
chine shops with NC machines )to demonstrate its product to small machine shop
owners and their perionnet, this was very costly. Man managers of, smaller

firins learn about NC through seminars, but the'training le from-mantr4

facturers of NC equipment,isprimarIly for actual rather hen proipecEIve
purchasers. , , . .

4.
.

. ,Z0.
'Jack Williams, of the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Insti-

tote; .is among4pose who have, been trying to secure support foi a national
demonstration site, which would be an economically feasible meanstfor small
companies to learn atioue,the new and differenttechnologies of many manufac-
turers.turers. The Sogetykof Mapufactuting engineers and the RobotliZlitute of

.

4n..
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America have disdUssed establishing a site modeled after European trade
centers,' where manufacturers could display equipment and offer training.

4N

Trainfhq Programe-bf John A. Moorhead Associates.

° This organizationo t its Lawrence, Kans., fability and other sites, has
provided NC training to re than 25,000 persons from more than 7,500 private
firms and government ag Many trainees have been managers ajd supervi-'.'
sore responsible for a jor part of a plant; personnel from tool rooms, sales,
programing.o. and

I

Virchasi g also have been trained. .Recent enrollees. have been
mactline learnin the entire process, including irogfem409,

k7r
A

4047.

MoorheaWs asic NC ourse is only 1 day long. Large companies canter-
range for two cl sses, wi 11 30 people in each, which can also include employ -

ees, from anotheqtompanylients have been firms of all sizes, from General
Motors and General Dynamics to plants employing as few as 40 people.. Some
universities also have used the comrSt. These classes have been attended'
mainly by peOple from industry; occasionally, faculty members attend but only
rarely do students. A, general knowledge of machining is a requirement.

4.0..

Moorhead also conducts an ".NC coordinator course," sponsored by the Na-
t oral' Machine Tool Builders Association. The course, which isdescribed'as
a unique combination of training and private consulting Services," has been
'likened to a "... Berlitz language school approach that force feeds NC con-
cepts for 5 days straight." 166) eig prior NC khowledge is assumed. The
course could be worthwhile to a firm 'contemplating the use of NC equipment or
to .one trying to improve its present NC use.

The course beg4ns by identifying the specific production needs of enroll-
ees, and is conducted in a highly individualized way. Enrollment averages 6
'and never exceeds 12,persons. Evenings are devoted to study with preparation
for the following' day's class. The textbook for ehe course is in looseleaf .

form, so that it can be readily revised: Enrollees keep the 600 -page book as
a useful reference, and it is kept up to date with mailouts. Follow-up serv-
ices to graduates also include free consultation by telephone or mail, useful
information- -for example, on the training of programers; their job functions,
and the typ's of people 4ho make the pest programers--and.guidance in choosing
maintenanceipersonnel. About 70 percent of the req4ests,frol NC coordinators.
are for technical Information; most o theremainder are for advice on the
purchase of NC machines. .

.

Training Programs of ManufactUrin46.Data Systems, Inc.

..mraw.

Manuficturing(Data.Systems, Inc. (MDSI), of Ann Arbor, Mich., is the larg- '

est provider of time- shared NC tape- reparation systems and related training
for its customers. Time-sharing, which was first offered in the summer of
1969, is on a pay-as-used basis,Amiking it accessible to small and large firpams
alike. Some 2,000 metalworking firms, using more than t0,000 NC machines, are
served by MDSI.

4

4 The shift from manual programing to some form of computer-assisted pro-
gravOng can be'myde after a firm acquires from one to tour NC machines; ,the

f
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shift is'invariably,made 'after the fifth machine is Cquired, when writing
*

workpiece programs by hand becomes too'timeconsumiwg.- Dime- sharing'services
allow metalworking companies to move into computer-a4eisted programing with
the smallest possible invesement and id the shIpest possible time.

.

. .

14DSI runs }. -week training courses'throughout the year for its COMPACT II,
processor Language customers. Cfasses are small, averagivi 10 persons. Writ-
ten materials sent to trainees

cpriorto

their arrival for the course are not:
only to instruct, but also to remove concern' over Working with a computer' on a,
time-iharing basis. Classroom inatruCtion is pertly in learning theCoMPACT
II language and system use and partly in actually communicating'with a corn'

-, . put4 to develop programs fdi test parts. Each trainee has a graphics plotter
that is used to simulate a machine tool and detecterrors in cutter-path pro=
granting and costly tool celliatiops. Pilgchase'of such a plotter for in-pladt,
use is also an option. Instructors have devised special way's ,of working with
unusually ea'st,or slow students.

.

.

1 ,F . *

Mph Has trained about'4,500 people from metalworking; approximately
2,000 of these have returned for an adWitiorial course. About,85 peicent of
the enrollees have a high school education, and some also have-college cred-
its.T About 80 Obrcent of,,those reCeiving MDSI training become involved in
programing. Of these, three-fifths have hadexperience in manual programing.
or another programinrlanguage. The remaining two-fifths--machinists or ma-
chine operators--have had no previous programing experience. Th00 percent

tetrainees are in the 25 to 34-year age group; the remainder are about f

Who do not become programers are supervisors, managers, and owners. Half.of
h

equally distribute4 within the under-25, 35 to 44, and.45-year and above age
groups. .- . .

.j, .

Courses are conducted in Ann Arbor, Dallas, Houston, and Los Angeles.
If dOired, training for six or more employees is also offered at customers'
sites. 'psi also conducts training in "group technology" at custopers. plants%
This consists of 5 days of training and 1 or 2 days a week of followup for as
long as 60 clays.

. .

MDSikklso provides an advanced 3-day programing course on a scheduled
basis. Iiilpddition, low-cost time - sharing for educational institutions with

NC progradVig training,i§ furntsh40, and includes up to $'200 a month free
use, and a 50 percent discount thereafter, on a terminal at any time after

IP,
5 p.m. More than 90 institutions have.already sigted up for this service.'

Some firms have
-.

found it cost effective move from NC time-sfia4ng to
in -house programing. For example, Conic, Inc., now uses only a`salaried pro-

f gramer and its own computer to make' tapes and corrections. Eonic\contidues
to use MDSI for backup, and it still uses MDSI's training service:

/ V .

/
.

0 Macidnabil4y.Data Center Seminars.
0

The Machinability D ata Center. in Cincinnati, which is sponsored by the
Department, of Defense, collects, evaluates, stores, and disseminates:infor-

. oration on all phases of pachinng.technology. The purpose of the center is
to reduce the cost of mashinineand,to increase the productivity and depend-
ability of machined products pioduoed for various Federal agencies and their
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contractors;'maChiding Aka are ill° available to'private industry. The-len?,

'4" terse information is,transfeered tq users thrbugh technical inquiry servides,
preparation and sale of reports on..machining data:on new materials and ne*
machining methods, and a seminar program.

'1ThC has condUcted more than, fifty 2-day seminars. Seminal-a are scheduled
for the middle of the week to accommodate small firms whose personnel. must set
up production on Monday and On Friday, when materials are usually shipped,.
Normally, no more than.,40 students are .enrolled at a time. Topics are intro-
ductory, although NC!, computer - aided design aqdmanulacturing, and nontradi-.

tional machining, processes are considered. Attendees also learn about,the
availability of machinability Ala from the center.- These data can be very
important,, for instance, in deriving-Tfrom very hard materialsparts that are

-.thinner and of higher quality. than is possible with older mechanical processes.
It was pointed out during the seminar that even a simple milling operation in-
volves 23 dif .ferent variabled, and.the fastest machining rate may not produce
the best production rate.

Nearly 2,000 representatives tem more than 800 companies aQd goveinment
agencies in 40 States have attended the MDC seminars.; most are degree and non -
degree engineers,, but others:are 'shop.supervisors, NC programers; estimators,
manufacturing managers, prodUCtion planners,. or maainists Attendance, counts
as 12 credits toward the Society of Mandfactnring Engineers' recertification
prograt.

.

- Professional and Trade Association Training Programs. .

The Society. of Manufacturing Engineers emphapizesihe importance, of con-
tinuing education. It sponsors seminars, conferences; and short courses. It

also makes available educationalimat'erials,-such'as technical reports and

- videotapes, an NC machining, material forming, electrical and electronic manu-
facturing, nontraditional machining, energy conservation,,industrial robots,
and laiers. One of the technical reports is entitled "Training People for
Manufacturing Jobs."

. .

The Numerical'Control Society holds'occasibnal conferences and, seminar's
bothfor its members and for nonmembers, In 1978, a 2-day seminar on numer-
ical-control tooling was planned for presentation at.six locationi,

. ,

The Metal Poilder Industtin Federation sponsors conferences and inten-
sive 2- arid 3-day "seminars on- se jects.as-basic powder metallurgy (P/M),
P/M tooling /compacting, and ilbpper; copperzbaseP/M materials.

di %

i
..,,, :L.

_
(

Training in Educational institutions.

AccoOing to one study, postsecondary educational institutions do not
provide sufficient instruction'in-"nv:f technology, particularly...in computer-
aided manufacEOring,"131 In 1974.only 9 percent of all NC personnel had been
trained by educatiOnal insEitut.kons-3 percent in universities, 2 percent in
vocational-technical schools, and 4 percnt in'juni,or and community colleges,

.

P7' College Tr nine. Significant course offerings in NC were provided'hy
'universities in only eight State's and, by junior or community colleges in only"

0;
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five/States. Most of the traininetinii was devotied to manual part programing,
and little time was, spent on computer programing for NCI Only a few univer
sities provided' instruction in economics, equipment selection, justification,
and simi,kar managementoriented aspects of NC. . 'w.

- , . .

Although liC Machine tools were introduced in the 1950's, public' education
did not deal with the technology until 1965, when"Automatically P rammed
Tool (APT>, a standard computer language for NC tools, was ia.produitd. Col
eges have been discouraged, 'by equipment costs and /or a la& technological

If. information, from teaching NCrelatedcerses. NC programing' zactices, tech
niques, and langpages differ widely among industrial and edUcattonel institu

otions, and practical application generally has bepn missing itf...c/Ilegelevel

instruction. Some engineering scliooli have dropped shop and handson training,
and some engineers attending the Achinability Data dent,er seminar-were so
,unfamiliar with machine tools and machinery that they slid not, know the differ
ence.between a drill press and a lathe. .

i
. . _

. InStruction in NC technology could be made more relevant. Controlled
4

teaching;experkments have shown that NC manual programing and NC control, main
tenance ,could be taught with about equal effectiveness by using simulated,t4C
equipment instead of, the mud; ;more costly actual NC equipment. 1')

ennepinTechnical,Center--A Special Oise. A training program set up in
1971 at the Hennepin CouriFi (Minnesotal'Axea VocationalTechnica"center, a
public education institution, may still be the only one in the country that'
is geared to Meet the manpower requirements of powderimetallurgy firms. The
center'is located in.Brooklyn Park,'a suburb of MinneapolisSt. Paul.

. The program, which produces technicians rather than operators, consists
of 2,640 hours of instruction during a 2year period. During theLirst year,
students work with actual equipment and learn how P/M parts are produced.
Almost any P/M part can be produced at the center's metallurgy testing labo
ratory with its four different presses ant two.sintering furnaces. The center

., also teaches students to set up and maintain equipment. Training takes place
in an environment as clOse to an actual plant as is possible, and each student
works for several weeks,.in.turn, as press operator, furnace operator, setup .

inspector,nspector, expediter, and foreman. During the hours not spent in the
shop, students study mathematics, techtital writing, drafting, electricity,

1 hydraucs, machine shop familiarization, and basic metallurgy.
2 $
r i .

During the second yea, most a a student's time is spent in more tech
-

niCal erects, includi,ng tool design, ap;ancid metallurgy, metallography, chem
istryo,siatistical analysis of data, manufaeluring problems, material testing'

d specification, failure analyaise and static mechanics. Supervisory train
ing is ario'offered. .Each student chooses a major project Pelated to materi
is, processes, Or chronic difficulties associated with P/M and produces ,.a 4
eport of publishableq1441ity. (Selected papers have been printed 4nd are'
veritable fromPrecision Metal Magazine or.A.O. Smith Company in Milwaukee,
manufacfuxer of powder metals.)

' - . -

Most of liennepin's students are not yet in the labor force, althbilgh some

ace sent by their employers. Because Hennepin is uniquein R/M training, em
r, 'p oyers from all over the.country come to interview its graduating students.

Pr :. C petition forgraduatesi,s so keen-70soMe get more than eight job offers--that

. ' .
.
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students hesitate'to accept initial offers'at graduation time, Mare than
90 percent of the center's 60 graduates have been placed as set-up person-
nel, supervisb'rs, and planners, and in engineering, research and development,
sales, and production control jobs.

A 4

Private Voclational Schools.
, .

-,
, - .

These schools are keenly concerned,with plaJing their graduates in jobs. .

- Enrollees, fov the most parts are,young--usually recent high school graduates.
.Triining is'concentrated on.older,machines, because those are the ones to
which graduates are most likely to'beiassigned when they are first hired, and
because of the minor percentage of NCHmachines in operation. AR informal

1140

telephone survey and, xamination of ca logs of schools adiedited by the Na-
tional Association pf Trade and Technic Schools disclosed that some offer
training only on conventional or basic machines; others provide aLleast an

10.ntroduction to NC; machining. . -

..
,

. .

o. The 26-week machine shop 'program at the Industrial Trade SchoOl in
Dallas does not Aeal with VC because School official' are convinced,
on the bisis of discussions with potential employers that people
trained in basic machine operations are in greater demand. NC ma-
chinery varies from One make to the next, so employers prefer to pro...
vide their own training on their own machines.

The Allied Careers'Institute in Ha Park, Mich. {.a suburb of
Detroit), has a 28-week program wb ch is :'not at ill into NC." Its
experience has been that graduate sto are provided with the basic!?
can be trained on more sophisticated machines by their employers.

1
The.Ranken Technical Institute in St. Louis provides computerized
NC training because it,consalers these skills "basic to the modern
Plants" in which their graduates are planed.

the ITT TechnfCal Institute',in Dayton, Ohio, about 4 percent of
the credie,hours.in a 100-week associate degree program in tool-
engineering technology dealsIvith NC.

-
The J.M. Perry Institute Tm Yakima, Wash.,.has a 2-year machine

: ,technology program's' Students spend 2 hours a day in the classroom
.and S in the shop. The shop is run like a business and accepts a
limited amount of job-order work. The school has one NC machine and

'plans to acquire another smaller, simnel- machine for' training pur-
poses. It has no computer. lecause,it feels that spidents only need
to'learn NC basics to prepare them for more extensive training on
theiremployers' machinery. 'Graduates have been placed in jobs
throughout the State, including both small shops and larg installa-

tions such as the Hanford Atomic Energy facility, Beo.,Is. graduates

are considered to be better trained than the typical 6,4 entice,
unions often grant them 1 to 3 years credit on an apprenticeshipo'

° and some become journeymen directly.

The Naibnal Technical Schools in Log Angeles offer machine shop pro-
giams without NC, a 6-month program.in_gemeral machine shop with NC,

.6
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a 5-mOnth program in NC and tool and Aiemaking,and a 2 month program
in NC machine operations.

The Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades in Media, 'Pa :,, offers
a 3-year machinist program. In the final year, students (accepted
at a minimium age of 16) are introduced to point-to-point programing.
The school has faCilities for making tapes', and although it has no
computerized equipment, students get into coptinuous-patft programing.

' ...e.!The "World of-Manufacturing" Program:, .

More than 5 years ago, the Society-of Manufacturing Engineeio (SME) be-
came involy.ed in an industrial tiechnology program in the public schools as a
way of helping tomaintain an adequate supply of trained personnel in manufac-
turing, including metalworking. Preparatory studies for the program were begun
in 1965 by industrial arts experts at Ohio State University.

The "World of Manufacturing" program (as well as a "World of Construc-
tion" pro am) was developed for thg junior high schools, using,a $2.5 million
outlay fr the U.S. office of Education. The SME contributed $25,000, plus
resource nd advisory personnel. The program-did not require large initial
outlays because already-existing shops and hand' and measuring tools owned by
the schools could be used. ,

:

Unlike vocational education, which aims to prepare some students, for
entry-level jobs and advancement in a particular occupation, the World of
Manufacturing program is designed to'provide young people with the techno-
logical literacy they will need to cope with change.

by

was also felt that
students might plan their careers more intelligently by exploring the intrin-
sic and monetary rewards of various blue-collar occupations. *(A public school
survey,in Milwaukee disclosed that less than 3 percent of the high school stu-
dents,ohose factory work as their first choice. The careers of machinist or
machine operator ranked rather low, even though Milwaukee ii known as the
Machine Tool Capital of the 'World.) (60)

4,

By conservative estimate, 400,000 'students in more than 1,000 junior
high schools completed the World of Manufacturing program between 1971 and
1976. (9) Most of the programs last 1 school year (185 hours) or ksemester
(90 hours) but shorter (6- and 10-week) programs have also been provided

In view of the promising beginning in junior
to Cry' t get a mor sophisticated version of the
schools. ME hop that all high school. students

gram of at five 1-hour classe peAkely for
systems in Mic igan already have a year program
the 1- semter program in junior high school.

high schools, SME decided\
course introduced .into high
can be exposed to a pro-
one semester. Many school
in high school, as well fs

SME contracted with the same Ohio State group that prepared the World of
Manufacturing. textbook, (35J to produce.a feasibility study on implementing a
high school manufacturing education program. No U.S. Office ofEducation'
funds have been made available for this program or for an adult education ver-
sion in which Federal educators had also shown some interest in 1975. SME

chapters have aided several communities--including, among others, Indianapolis,

-23-
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South Benda Fort Wayne, Evansville, Ali on. Cincinnati, and Dayton--in estab-
lishing'a career exploration program bl financially sponsoring teachers who

.wished to attend workshops.

I

The "Open Road" Program.

. The Ational Tool, Die and Precision Machining Association has suggested
that public high schools along with employers should assume responsibilitriv
skills training, particularly apprenticeabip training.-- The Association pro-
posed to the Department of Labor a program designed to provide,a long-term
solution tnfunemplOyment in the United States. The program would he aimed
at 11th- and 12th-gradt high school students not intending to go directly
to, college. '

.

/, .

Under the proposal, akindustry advisory committee would make an annual
survey of job needs in communities. 'Aptitude testing and counseling would be
used to guide students in their careet choices. Prospective metalVorking stu-
dents, for example, would need "...high math ability, above average powers of
visualizing spatial relationships, above average mechanical aptitude, [and) a .

normal or above I.Q." Counselors would remain involved with selected junior
and onior year students, who ideally would be'broadly representative of all

4 students, including women and minorities.
.

The program would also provide for oversight coulittees, made up of em-
ployer and labor representatives, to work with the schools, monitor the program,
and--during the summer before the 12th grade--place students in curriculum-
related jobs. Before graduation, a faculty committee and an industry.advisory
committeq- would consideLstudent -test results and other evaluation criteria,
and then offer students permanent positions starting at the level determined
by the evaluators: Students who pass alr,program requirements would receive
credit for 2 yeIirs of apprenticeshipc-Ithlrother students would get appropriate
credit. Students who fail ta-qualify for apprenticeshipiiin the higher skilled
trades would be placed in machine operator positions.

Initially, the program would not 'offer instruction in NC technology be-
cause it is considered too advanced and not needed by high school graduates

.

start?..ng their'careers in metalworking. Purtheriere, most schools have no NC
equiphient. This is not a real deterrent, however, because at least some exper-
iments indicate that using a simulator to teach NC concepts in a high school
industrialarti program is not significantly different in result from conven-
tional approaches to teaching numerical control. 13i

Loan of NC Equipment to Schools.
. .

Tha Defense Industrial PlantEquipment Center, Memphis, Tenn. makes a
very limited amount of industrial equipment, including NC machines, available
on a loan beep to nonprofit schools, mainly technical-vocational centers and
community colleges. Although the machines are useful to teach NC theory,
they are usually behind the state-of-the-art.. Eve so, an official of the
center knew of instances in which peraons*trained on simple NC machines were
unable to secure jobs because small shops had not converted'tb.NC machines,
even simple ones. -161
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Some manufacturers of advanced NC equipment lend it to educational. insti-
tutions and occasionally provide instructor's, particularly when they want to
train people on machines that the manufacturers expect to sell to private
firms: p
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'PART III. CASE STUDIES IN TRAINING

Thy#4e four case studies describe training programs in four metalworking
firms that vary significantly in size and technology. The studies report on
the followini:/,

1.. Training provided by the Kearney & Tractzer.corparation for purchasers
of its NC equipment and machining centers.

2. Training provided in a sizable metalworking concern when it cony ed
its workers to NC machines.4

,
. ;

3. Measures taken by Lehr Precisi0 Tools,.Inc.,. a small job order shop,
ot%

to assure stable, employment and motivate its workers to train ,in tra-
ditional and electrochemical machining.

4. Measures taken by Merriman Inc., tb train its work force in-house in
powder metals technology.

Kearney & Trecker Corporation: Machine Tools and Training

Operations,

Kearney & Trecker (K&T),was founded about 80 years ago in Milwaukee. It
manufactures and sells such metalcutting machine tools as milling machines,
NC machining centers, special purpose machines, flexible manufacturing systems,
and computer-aided manufacturing systems. The company also remanufactures
older machines. K&T machine tools are used to produce parts for products rang-
ing from hand calculators to earthmoving wheel loaders.

Standard milling machines and NC machining centers (including special
products) usually account,for more than 85 percent of.KAT's total sales and
revenues. In recent years, K&T has sold at least twice as many NC products
as standaA milling machines. 1ZT's Ng machines range En price from less than
$125,000 to more than $250,000, its flexible manufacturing systems can cost
several million dollars.

Product Innovation.

UT was an earry force in the development of NC machining. In 1957, it
'produced the first NC machine tools for *use in high-speed aircraft productiOn.
In 1958, the company developed the first NC transfer line. That Same year, it
introduced the "revolutionary" Milwaukee-Matic machining center/ less than 10
years later, it.delivered its thousandth machining center. In 1965, K&T pro-
duced the first NC high-horsepower vertical profilers for hard Metals.

-26-
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During the 1970s, K&T placed on the market two models of its Milwaukee -
Matic machining.center featuring computerized numerical control (CNC). The
smaller model is considered especially suitable for small job shops; it pro-
duces small- to medium-size workpicts. The larger model can accept produc--
tion workpieces of nearly 1 cubic meter.

In 1976, the MM-200 machining center, which was first introduced in 1972,
was adapted to a five-4xis work capability. In the same year K&T brought

out an unmanned machining system consisting,of individual machining centers
capable of operating virtually unattended under computer control during night-

time or other hours when skilled operators are unavailable., The first such.
'system, involving six machines, was sold to a Swedish firm; a second sypteglo
involving two machines, will be delivered to another Swedish firm in'1978.

The firm offers instruction in the Operation and maintenance of .:its com-
plete machining center systems. Such training is important because substan-
tially higher costs are1incurred when something goes wrong with NC machining
centers than with conventional machine tools.

1

Trainee Qualifications.
4.

K&T ndvises pro5pective purchasers of NC systems to choose personnel with
the following qualifications:

Operators:

A knowledge of good machining practices.
A knowledge of tooling and tool geometry.
Proper use of machinist,tdols.
A knowledge ige gene#al inspection procedures and methods.

Programers:

General education - High school graduate, including 2 years of mathematics,
. .

preferably algebra and trigonometry.
General machine shop baqcground and familiarization with machining procedures.
Ability to read drawings. .

Knowledge of tooling, tool designsand process engineering.
Ability to plan and organize work. . .

Good attitude and strong interest in the NC method of ma'nufacturing. "N\
. '

. .
.

Maintenance (mechanical and hydraulic):
. .4,

. ..

General education - High school graduate or trade training.
Minimum of 3 years performing machine tool maintenance.
A good working knowledge of hydraulics as applied to machii1 tools or equivalent.
The ability to read assembly prints.and hydraulic schematics. . .

'

Maintenance (control):

General education - High school graduate, plus trade training in a technical
school or college.

-27- Jw
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A good understanding of AC-DC-electribity.
AP

A good working knowledge of industrial electronics.'
4

ilectrical and electronic experience as gained by working with machine tools
or equivalent, application. 4I.

Basic
! (.

understanding of the principles of digital logic;
ass

''

Basic knowledge of the proper use of test equipment, including oscillqscopes,_
flgh-speed pen recorders, and,volt/ohmmeter.

f414o

Experienbe in programing is not required, but experience in machining is
necessary. K&T cannot (in a very short course) impart the metalcutting know; '
how retfuir by operators or the general machine shop background and familiar-
ity w machining procedures suggested for enrollees in the.programing course.

During the period of an NC machine warranty, purchasers can send two em-
ployee* to.each form of training offered by K&T. Because separate total sup-
port group Ore required for NC, which can be viewed as a "factory within as
factory," smaller--and occasionally larger--companies send managers and super-
visors, to learn how to coordinate the machines sq as to minimize interrliptio4,
and to find out what types of support personnel are requIrea. Occasionally,
K&T tests its customers' job applicants to help fill maintenance positions.
Customeis assume travel and living expenses for trainees, and K&T makes the
living arrangements. No tuition is charged; presumably, the cost of training
is included in a machine's selling,price. -r

Custbmer Training.

.. .
. .

About 1 month before a course begins, K&T sends out course materials,
which trainees are expected tdlearn and on which they may be tested. With the

\---........-''-

exception of audio cassettes, course materials are retained by the trainees.

Instruction is offered in manual parts programing, machine (or mechanical)

I4 and hydraulic maintenance! and control And electronic maintenance, including
machine interface. -Classes ideally consist of 8 to 16 trainees. Each course
runs for 5 days. To the extent feasible, hapds-on instruction is"provided,
along with videotapes that show "how things work." The control course has a
control in the classroom,_ making possible hands-on troubleshooting and opera-
tion with the computer. 'Trainees in the part programing course actually pro-

.

gram a part. The videotapes allow trainees to see assembly and disassembly
procedures of parts, and components, being machined at various stages of comple-
tton.

KO' has 10 instructors. They are also technical writerswho produce man- ,

uals, videotapes, and other materials for troth training and machine maintenance.
Trainees evaluate the instruction, as do their employers, once the trainees are
back on the job.

et

'In-Hous Traibing.
r7

According to one local union official,, senior workers at K&T initially were
reluctant to post for NC machine jobs, and they remained on conventional ma-
chines by using their seniority to bump younger men. As.more of the newer jobs

, p,
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opened up, however, and the tasks required became known, older workers were at-
tracted to them. Although the new jobs are more demgnding mentally, they are
not_as demanding phyaically.

The machinists' business repres4ntative believes it is easier to main-
tain the newer metalworking machines because of their solid-state construe-,
tion; the-machines often can be, made operable merely by installing'a new cir-
cuit board. He believai that, maintenance personnel ought to be trained to .

diagnose electronic, mechanical, and hydraulic. difficulties, however; in order
to avoid costly downtime incurred when specialized repair personne1.1who must
wait for a Correct diagnosis) are used.

The machinists'fmnion encurages members to enroll in training, in order
to keep up with changes in te4nology. K&T pays the tuition, fox machinists
who enroll at various vocational schoolsin the Milwaukee area. K&T also

4 offers on its premises continuing instruction in blueprint reading, shop math,,
and electrical and hydraulic applications. Instructors come from public
schools, and equipment not in operation is used for hands-on instruction.

Machine Design To Accommodate Worker Skills.

or ing to one product Manager, K&T tties to take into account the
-availability of skilled workers by designing machines simply so that less
training is need for their opeittion and maintenance. The comppterized NC
machining centers contain thousands of components,' however, which makes it
difficult to identify the source of system failure. (30] To help with this
problem, K&T developed the Diagnostic Communication System (DCS) to diagnose
abriormal machine conditions and to simplify preventive maintenance.' With DCS,
an electronic probe placed in contact with-a customer's machining center uses
the K&T computer that controls the machine to send back to Milwaukee oscillo- .

scopic waveforms that are present at the point of contact. By reading the /.

waveforms, it is pdssible to diagnose potential or real problems. This saves /

//'customers both time and money. DCS is used on all.NC machi ing centers during.:.

the first year after their sale. Most purchasers continue to subscribe to th4
service. /

/
KOosTrogrammable cycle controller, the Data Mill MDI Controller, has/ ,F

been on the market since 1976. The controller (with its, microprocessor) i_48 r

.

described as approaching NC capability' without NC cost.and complexity. COnt7:

pared with NC, training on the controller is minimal: a worker who has u0eA
...

a milling machine can learn to operate the controller in I day, so K&T dOeg
not provide customer training. The controller "automates" a milling malltine,
but uses simple shop language--not a programing languageto accomplish,part
programing via pushbutton input on the shop floor. According to K&T, Oe:
controller can raise milling machine productivity by about 25 percent eoilOared
to manual operations productiviOy.. t i, .

One Metal Firm's Adjustment to Numerical Control .t

.

The firm which is the subject of this case study prefers to be nonymous;IL;
it is referred to here as MW.



A

Operations.

NW is a large'fi
tozal gas. The firm is

&homer' dictate the

rm that makes a part for the pipes used to transport natu-

classified as a custom, or job, order, shop because its
parts and components it manufactures.

Ara job shop, MW has short production .runs. It began using NC 10 years
ago and_found that N4-'improve-d-product quality, increased throughput ai a result
of improved "chip time," and helped reduce set up, yndling, and doWntime. The
firm finds it cost effective to use more than 15 NC4aachines. These are mainly
milling machines or turret lathes (with two or three axes), but NC drill preases
are also. in use. One NC is on adlptive control: Computer-assisted .prqgraming

is used on all but three of the machines.

Worker Skills and flanning for New Technology.

Actording to MW's manager pi industrial engineering, the skills of MW's
work force have-influenced the types of equipment the firm has purchased.
Where highly skilled employees havebeen available (as in forging), the com-
pany has used more sophisticated equipment. Although this is nominally more
costly than' matching less skilled workOs with simpler equipment, the firm
is more productive with the more sophisticated equipment.

MW employees are given notice considerably in advance of technological
changes so that they can become familiar with new equipment before it is .
placed in production. A foreman, department head, supporting departments, and
engineers all may become. involved in informing and assisting the affected
workers.

The firm's initial adoption of NC involved rather simple "NC drill presses.

This dird not meet with any .resistance among workers who shifted into program-lb
ing--a new ...occupational field for the firm. The move into NG machining had '

little to do with worker capabilities. Once it was determined that certain
technical skills wereneeded, a number of.employees, including some senior in-
dustrial engineers, "simply had to do some learning." There were no marked
differences between youlger workers anethose,45 years and older in capabkli-

Civ'ties or 0 resistance th ,technological innovations.
4

Initially7 programmable controllers were not considered as an alternative
to NC. MW now has two of these, but not for the reason that minimal training
of personnel would be involved..

-

Machinists selected for NC programing had to have a knowledge of mathe-
matics fp Onderstand spatial relationships and geometric "patterns and had to
be able to: read blueprints. Most of the early-programenc were new hires with

It,,Aachining backgrounds. Some of the newly hired machinists and MW' own en-
.

gineers aild machinists received 2 weeks of, Graining in programi ,p,for the .

NC. machines at the Itlinois Institute of Technology. NC was_ coo ,I.dered such

a challenge that the n)anager of industrial engineering did some progr
hiiself to,acquire firsthand knowledge. .

i. -30-
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Skills, Employailt, and Training gor NC.'

MW's .experience

adopting NC: mach inn

personnel skill requ
uaollyreduced skill
.users, has developed
and "macros" (mathe

a

with. skill kequiiemeqts is probably typiCal of many-firms
operator skill requirements have lone downend maintenance

rements have gone up. ioftware developments have,grad-
equirements for °NC programing; MW, along with alll.'software
its own facilitating techniques, zch as, "canned programs"
tical descriptions for machiniijg steps tWat are smaller

than an entire program and are .used over overogaia). .

,1

No formal job evaluations have been used to determine wage rates on the 0

NC machinery;. Ate change % are negotiated in bargaining agreements. MW doeq
not have enough workeivon NC to-affect its employment level significantly. -.

The.need for maintenance workers has increased somewhat and the nelkd for ma=
004fte...operators-has fallen somewhat; there is now. a needlor programers. On

11, bataace, employment has blem quite stable.
. - .

.. Mainte6ance personnel still-requirOme outside training, but genetaillt
only for a few days; ofteff, equipment vendors provide instruction at the plant
9n MW's machines. When new machines are installed, machine'operators are
given one-time training on ttile job. '

r
- ,.,

4

4p

elk

Training requirements for programer's diminished when the company decided
,to ace the number of computer languagei that were used. One reason this

polio was adopted-Was to minimize difficulties that result from switching to
a language system that is incompatible with an important programing ystem.
already in use.

The firm's industrial enginters are encouraged to continue theig edu*a7
Lion and training in order to anticipate and prepare for technological changes;
Oley are then able to instruct operators and line supervisois, who are not in-

Volved with continuing training.
'-

s manager of training.feels it would be highly unusZial for woricers to

undqrtake: training on their own to prevent thekr skills from becoming'bbsolete
because of technological change. Moreover; because workers are aan union mem-
beis (s.eve4"unions are represented at the firm), he believes it would be arbi-
trary for management to give workers tuition aid for enrolling in job-related
cou'r-ses.. SuchuaikhebaiJ, must be----sicued through collpqtiye bargaining.
General*, 4-milers enroll in a training cooftrse.nnly irtheir tuition is relit-
'bursed;.'theyoblay els& want So be Raid fof time spent in school, as are appren7-

otices ana some other employees.

.
, At,least three of the even uni§ns t MW are gederalty favorable toward

the measures to 40 workers d jus n new,technotogy:
`it 4 j

.

_
,

The, Machinists' Union. Although M7las the right toointroduce changes
without giving the union any advance nditce ihey'manhinists,union em-
phasizepits right to speak up or raise Issuesregirding new working

.

clonditriank including new wage rates. Normally, f. union committee
(with repreeentativefrom.more,than one,of.the -unions) meets to dis-

. cuss an ihnovati;on,ths firm has,Oecided to adopt. 'Decisions are therf
.

.. ,,.

I. - 14.
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made'coneerning jurisdiction. For example, if metalCutting equipment
ie installed, the machinists have jurisdiction; if the sinktaglof dies
is involved, the diesinker have jurisdiction. .

.

.
. .

Apprenticeships are no available to machine'operators in the pro-

t't

duction machine shop. How in-hodte training programshave been
offered, including on-the-job raining to upfrade operators into cer-
tain ciassificafiona.. g in the machine shop Is achieved by a
"piggyback" method, )Whi h resembles an apprinciceshiA operators ob-
serve qualified machini is and ultimately try their own hands at a.ma-

.
chine. Machine operato were helped to a 'NCto NC equipment by
using the firm's several' cing Ines or duplicators. Machinists"
Working as machine repairmen `an hydraulic repairmen encountered
"no realynblem" in adjusting4to NC.

According to the machinis s' training representative, continuing
education o training is not neoeisary for members of his union.
He observed thatMW ur =es a ployees for completed job-related

I eacourses,nd he cons ders t rail program to be excellent. 4.m4.0--"\

AO'
The Electricians Union. Major changes in electricSl

, which is performed by members of the electricians union -40ok place
following.the introduction of MC machines. About one-third of the
electricians (,oluntarily, over a 1-1/2;year period, completed four
Ulhour electronics courses at a public technical college. MW

4 worked with the college to deveiop cuimmized courses to meet its
requirements. These included two courses in logic and switching
circuits, which require Boolean algebra. The union negotiated pay-
ment by the company of 80 percent of Tees and book expenses.

Some, but not a majority, of electricians who had worked for the
firm for 20 to 30 year took the courses; they experienced some dif-

ve.ficulty with electronics mathemati40. (Not everyone who took the
courses has finished hie school.) However, by studying together .n
the classroom, shop' plant, And even at home, ay of those enrolled,

4

completed the tours
%

1

The chai rman of the electricians union also c mpleted the .four
courses. He-thinks it would be,desirable or the college to conduct
some evening sessions at the plant because some.of the equipment,is
highly specialized; MW's 'pare equipment could be used to build up VF-

,complicated cirduits.

Although management recognizes that highly skilled journeymen ;

will be needed fqt eveving technologies, it disagrees with the unison
e number
ance pers

over"
mainte

The Pro 81

f apprentices needed to insure en adequate supply of '

hr l

andiechdical Engineers Union. Only two programers
in the, engineers ynidd are involved with ,NC michinery,.but'other

Ie
technolOgicai changes have affected f the union local's more
than 300engineers and technicians., ntly, coneingidg education -, 1

. and training of engineers are encouraged through 'tuition refunds; it

:

is largely left up to the individudi's to take the courses. 'According

Is

4
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to.the chairman Of the union, a joint labor-management committee
could deal more effectively with engineering,training than does the
present effort.

a

Advanced Technology at :Lehr, a Small4Machine Shop ,

Like 6any American contract shops, Lehr Precision Tools, Irtc., of Cinein7
nati, ie small in terms of dollar volume of output and number of employees:
Unlike most contract shops, however, Lehr applies the most advanced forms of
machining technology. Lehr recently acqUiredan Ns, machine, and it is also
involved in electrochemical machining' in addition to its traditional machining
operations.'

Operations.

AS

Many contract shops are captive to a handful of single-industry contrac-
tors,,a pitfall Lehr has avoided by stabilizing'its operations through five
djvttons. The precision tooling division, finnewhich Lehr evolved, supplies
injection mold cavities and other products for nationally known manufacturers
of consumer products, including typewriters-and safety razors. The Arnold . t

Gauge Qivision,hich Lehr purchased 5 years ago, produces gauges that ire
distributed Oroughout the country. It makes a canter-type-gkinder gabge that
prOvides continuous visual display and lowers costs through highell- productivity; ."

more consistent quality, and lo4rer scrap loss. Another Arnold gauge provides a 's,

fully automatic grinding cycle. A third division makes air gauges' used by a
major automobile manufacturer'to cheo of components Ana parts. A
fourth division floes all repairs on t

r
e mechanical parts for gauges on the 4..

..

grinders pioduced by ,major CincifinatlEachine tool builder. The remaining
division, electrochemical machinai (ECM), is the most technologiCally ad-.

....

fenced of de five, and the subject of this case study.
.

4
Cost and Labor Factors in Electrochemical, Machining.

$

Very few ',concerns are involved with 'ECM, Lehr's president had more tha
15 years of experience with a company that was a.primary,developerof the

o technology, and he was responsible for establishing this,division at Lehr.

iCM equiptent is in limited rupply,.and the cm for'all equipment needed
is prohibitive fora small contract shop.. Lehr's president estimates that a
typical 1O,000-aMpere machini costs nearly $125,000; the support system's nec
essary fox electrolyte clarification and temperature control raise the basic
machine price by three-to five times. ECM wahines also need extensietAoor
space, so machining firms must be able to clansttuct, or=at least modify, ihefr

equipment. Talented, all-around toolmakersware needed to design, construct,
and opefate the machines. Engineers who understand the mechanisms and have
an extensive knowledge of electronics are also necessary. As Lehr's president

wrote: ,

The people.directly involved with ECM must be dedicated and willing.

to devote the years necessary to understand the tooling and other

-33-
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process requirements. This is not tremendously 8iffereit from die
designing or molt disiininc, but it lot- more difficult than i
eUctrfcal discharge machining et conventional machining. Pi

V

V

Lehr is topheavy with engineering employees. Even so, it must ship com-
ponents for repair to one Of two 111inpie finis that pioneered in the technol-
ogy; it would prefer to maintdin its Own5repair equipment sin-house with its /

g.own electronics spetialiste.
.

. - . , .
. 1 4.

...se .
.>

Electrochemical Madill-an 's Bene,fits. and PrOblems.
. f .,ECM replaces. the "brute face. and' violence" traditional machining with :

the steady, non-deforming 'magic" of the highly focused depleting- action
aof electrochemical machinink. Ideally, the reatovla of material atom-by-atom

puts ho stress--and net-eft:re, no distortion - -on aworkpiede. ECM's capability
for cutting on an entire surface at theSame timincreases machine produc-
tivi and ECM performs Idme..basii Machina& operations (shaping., plaoing,,,
drilling, millingt, and grinding) more effidiently. 0.) ECM can .make difficult
cuts quickly in very hard metals, intricate formations, and small, odd-shaped,
and deep holes, which may not be achievable by any er machining method.
Lehr's president notes., however, that 'other eme4 processes which 'have
fewei problems also minimize machining. "If you g t involved with ECM, you
must want to make it work.'" .

. .

The first piece turned out by ECiKzeq-u.Liisslobore skill than is required
in a traditional taachinitig process because an orleretor must choose from more
operating variables'(10 .,r so). The processis not economicat'for less than
20 to 30 simple parts; 100 partare typically needed to justify using ECM.
ECW-ii; marginally useful When lowers costxby Walt; to be' ,really cost

. effective, ECM usually needs to eflect savingsea three to five times. The
process is most effective in meas=prOdtkcing cotsplex shapes from materials
that are difficult to machine 3 A

.

DoWntime with ECM is high, it kiher than 20 percent, Lehr:
must control the whole process kecrsely, hanJie tooling problems expedi-
tiously, and control the canditions of electray tett, and several Other varia-
bles. Extreme care must be tficeo to avoid metallurgical dlamage from the cor-
rosive solution (salt water'} tthiii is used: ECM is not elictricity efficient,

,' and .its profitability lies in maximIziii time efficienty.
. .

'"

., ...,,,, :.,", ..
-i. ,. ... 7 T 1 1 41 . .

innovations at Lehr. , -1,0 1--- ,...
.. . % .., $,

. . , ' , 4 . . .Lehr exemplifies the belief or the Chif, Office of Invention and Innova-
.4 tion, National Bureau of Slandai-OLthat _innovations' usually arise within small

companies. For example,.t.ehr prop6 sa4 (to theDepartme9t of Defense) a proto-
type system with a programmable con4f$1.1er capable of handling all the variables
that ECM must deal with. ,Lehr'n plisstdent _also hopes..that the firm ultimately
willee able to marry an NC c'ohtrolWECM to incrsease the uptime of the proc- .
ess.. lid also feels that ,firms munt-%b$ able ti) acfop t to a possible push for
shorter hours of work, with- no 'reduction in pay; ttne war to do this' is to make
machiniqg cyclea less *pendent orrope,rators by using programmable systems to
control the cycles. 1.

.
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Work Force.

4. .4

)

I
P

ECM reselaiiii NC ikIthat it labor-i-ntenaive than traditional ma-

chining. Lehr's main plant, where precisiok machining and ECM are performed,
.employs 40 people. The I'm's president, hik_brother, and three others' are me-
chanical engineers. ngineers, who are oriented to computers rather'than to /

material removal, ailluittally involved in applied work. This along with avoi4-
ing the "frustratlons of getting things done" in a large company; makes Lehr
attractive to its engineers.. A Lehrdraitsman who had worked for a large manu-
facturing firm with sizable defense contracts said he used to make ,drawings, for
numerous parts but saw few of'tilem.after they were built. At Lehr, he can fol-
low the progress of a part on thi shop floor and maki slight' changes or correc-J"......
tions to his design.

47

Because Lehr employees who work in ECM also work in traditional machining,
they must have a variety.of skills. The same earning scale prevails for workers
in ECM and traditional machining, but ECM workers are 'paid somewhat more over-
time. When the ECM divisiodjs busy, it has the exclusive use of five machine
operators and eight toolmakers; the engineers.also pitch in on operator tasks
when special problems ari$e..

According to Lehr's president, some workers feel comfortable, secure, and
content in repetitive work. He considers it a mistake to downgrade repetitive
work and makes a poiht of praising_emploiees who do such work well. After all,
he observed, the firm makes its "real money" on items produces in large quan-
tity (or in long production runs) becgase these are the conditions under which
a firm "knows its costs:" It<s always uncertain whether making one tor .two so-

, called experimental items will lose or make money.

Training.

.

Training (and learning) at Lehr' is an intensely interpersonal relationship
that takes place over a long period'ortime. New employees have high school
or post-high school educations that include good shopprograms. Usually, they
have noe worked -for large firms, where jobs are likely to be specialized: Spe-

. cialization runs counter to the demands a stall concern makes upon most workers.
'Once an employee in a small shop becogesel7Clicient, however, he has more oppor-.
tunities to advance into better paying positions than 'he would in a large firm.

/
The president of Lehr, who is still 'involved inall tool design .along with'

another enginGer, works closely with personnel before they are teained in ECM
by "refining through" the first groups of various types,'of parts with them. He

observed: "Our peopl'e work best when we work shoulder to shoulder with them;
then they understand the economic problems of getting parts right 4nd shipping
them." (This bears- borne relation to the reflection of the chairman of the
NationalFommission for Manpower Policy regarding soil* of Japan's best saanaged
firms: ',1 "I recall seeing plant engineers hold regular sessions 140 semiipkikled
workers to eliciNteir recommendations about materials, adjustm4at of ,5e ma-
chines, and other details aimed at increasing the firm's' productivity." (231)

All of Lehr's ECM training fca- toolmakers and machine operators occurs op
the job. Toolmakers build upon ext 'ensive experience in conventionlil tooling.

The best.operators are tahe who have'capabilities fobserving and analyzing.

A
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The'actual learning process is in the doing - - "a 14t of cut and try, including
errors:" 'No ii5e6Til problems have been encountered in training older workers,
but they are not assigned to ECM positions involving heavy labor.-

4 Because ihe gauge manufacturing division often turns out hundreds of the
gauges at'a time with traditional tooling, workers are able to drill many
holes. This provides a training ground for inexperienced young employees
because "after drilling.hundreds of horbs, you lejrn the fine detaili'of
hole drpling%"

Unlike some firms, Lehi plans to move right ,into compdterized NC. Lehr
will enroll selected employees in an NC course offered by a private concern
in Cincinnati. According to Leherpresident, younger workers or those with
recent MithemOics.are most likely to be interested in working with NC. Two'
or three key personnel -- including the firm's presideint or his brother--plan to
.attend a training session on operation and maintenance offered by Bridgeport
'Machines, the NC manufacturer.,

a

'Because Lehr's presidenOelievet that the gpst challenge in developing
a work force is not training people to do their obi, but training people to
work with other workers, about 10 of the company', group leaders will partici-
pate in an externally conducted program on interp sonal relations. Inthis
way, Lehr hopes to build the largersuperviso'ry and managerial base it will
need to expand the firm. (Lehr's 'experience is supported by a Departient of
Labor survey'of training in'metalworking; "Relatively few employers provided
training in leadership, communication skills, and lab& and materials esti-
mating.".(63))

MerrimanyevelopsSkills for Powder Metals'
goo.

Merriman Inc., located in an indus;trial park in Hingham, Masi., became a
part of Litton Industries In 1968. The firm,has always dep nded upon S work
force of craftsmen. It began by manufacturing megaphones an , at the start.of
the 20th century, produced An ally weather navigation fog-war ihg system for
Boston's harbor islands. Merrirdhn invented and patented an oil-less bearing
called Lubrite, which wfs first used in yacht blocks. Today, the bearings are
found on offshore drilling rigs and in components of the U.S. Space-Shuttle

. program.

Powder Metal Operations.
.

During the early 1930s, Merriman was among the first American firms to
turn to the powdeemetals (P/M) process to manufacture parts. Ten years later,
'the concern began producing textile rings, which spin or twist fibers together
and wind them into thread. By forming the rings by the P/M process, a level
of oil could be maintained within the ring, this film of oil retards wear on
a traveler that moves at speeds of 30,000 RPM as it, guides yarn onto a boh7
bin. Certain parts, including self-lubricating bearings, can be made effi-
ciently only by powder metallurgy._ The heavy components division of Merriman
produces objects weighing as mutt; as 15 'tons, but these fine
quality'workmanphip as parts weighing less than 5 poun4.
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Because P/M is not used widely, Merriman must "educate" design engineers
about the process' flexibility and economy. P/M-produced pa.5ts are much strong-

- er than plastic on cast iron parts; it is designability that'is the main advan-
tage of the process. P/M allows parts that are functionally Indistinguishable
from machined parts to be fashioned with little or no machining. Merriman
engineers were among the first--in the early 1940s--to learn the technique of
forming helical gears, in which the teeth are at an angle; this is a feat still
rarely duplicated in the industry. The firm also specializes in the manufac-
ture of spurical gears, which dombine the helical gear with a straight-tooth

-pinion gear. Merriman manufactures P/M parts in ferrous and nonferrous metals,
primarily for power tool equipment and business machines, but also for automo-
biles (the major user of P/M parts, nationally) and garden equipment. All parts
are made for non-Litton firms.

Monitoring P/M Technology.
41 - .

., The president of Merriman described P/M as "somewhere between black magic
.

a high-technology industry." P/M machines have become increasingly intri-
c e& and the equipment that produces P/M parts needs continuous fine tuning, ',
which cannot be done by NC or even programmable controlleys.

The technology for making a P/M part has not changed radically during the

i
past 20 to 25 years, with the xception of some improvement in powdeid, which
has increased the scope of wha can be produced. Merriman maintains a labora-
tory where powders are checked for strength and "growth," that is, changes
that take place in the process. At least 30 percent of the parts produced by
the P/M Process require secon ry operations such as oil impregnation, drilling,

6.
tapping, fine honing,.and ling. (.,

Merriman has 30 presses, of which 60 to 65 percent are in running order
at any given time. The induitry's standard is about 50 percent. Because PJM
is a highly capital-intensive process -- Merriman has several 100-ton,presses
that cost $250,000 each--whenever possible, three work shifts are needed to
make the investment economically feasible. Hundreds to several thousand com-
plex parts are mass-produced each hour. Although the P/M process produces
little scrap, it does have problems--tool wear, breakage, and frequent pre-
ventive maintenance--because powder metals become lodged in the presses so
they cannot opekate at peak levels of performance.

Work Force and Skill Composition.

Because of the characteristics of P/M machinery, the demands of customers,
and the increasingly complex applications, exceptionally skilled individuals
are needed to set up the presses and keep them running. MerrinZITTWM divi-
sion employs 55 people,'exclusive of engineers and managerd. Although P/M
division workers are members of'a machinists local, they clo not have the title
of, machinist. P/M.employees include the following:

Machine or press operators
Sit up specialists
Toolmakers

-26
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Furnace operators 6

Furnace, helpers (material handlers) 3-

Maintenance persons

CZ"-
Jf

s
2.

4.

Machine Operators. :MaChine operators in Merriman's traditional machine
shop Are, trained to opitite various machines, including drill presses, .lathes,
millers, and grinders, but P/M division operators handle P/M presses only. A

rr

'variety of,P/M presses exist, but the operator's job is considered much more
"automatic " - than that of the set up specialist. Press operators may or may
not bid for higher skilled positions of toolmaker.or set up specialist, when
vacancies exist. SeniOrity plus a written testjeterpine'acceptance. Sever-,
al women press operators were hired during a lahot shortage in.1966. Six wo-

meninow work on presses, and although they are not assiined heavy material -
handling tasks, the firmis pleased th.th their performance. -a

Press operators must make sure that parts havetthe "correct integrity,"
but, as a rule, they do not make any adjustments in the process. To reduce.
costs, Merriman has sometimes coupled two presses that can be tended by a sin-
gle operator. The possibilities fOr Merriman's automation operations are lim-
ited, however. The pats produced are quite intricate, and some of the presses
are highly sophisticated (operating at different rates, while pressing out
parts with about 35 tons of pressure per square inch).

Set .Up Spe

stand the P/M p
cal" skill invo
piece by piece;

say; a stamping

The set up
The specialists
thing is going
Bested that it
since they are
the equipment's
occurs.

cialists. Unlike press opgrators, set up sp cialists must under-
rocess. One setup person services four pr . A "really criti-'

Ives placing tools or dies in a press. Tooling is carried out
the pieces bec'me part of the press. This is more complex than,

process.

specialty has been described as a craft requiring a sixth sense.
can call upon a maintenance person when they sense that somR-

awry in the equipment they monitor. Merriman's president sug-
migbt make sense fOr presses to be operated 'by, set up specialists,
more likely than press operators to detect anything unusualin
operation and have it repaired before a more.seri.o0 difficulty ,

The union recognizes that set up specialists are needed to op %rate the
presses when the work load is heavy; but if set up persons regufarly operate

Tresses, they would expect to be paid at their normal rate of pay, which is
$1.50 higher than an operator's hourly rate. Merriman's president'was not sure
that specialists would be willing to operate presses on a permanent' basis. The

firm has a problem of holding onto set up specialists who desire bettkr paying
supervisory jobs but cannot be advanced to ttem. There is also the qUastion of
whether press, operators could become proficient in the set up,position.

Toolmakeral. The highest paid, and presumably the highest skilled worilers
...in the P/M division,, are toolmakers and maintenance persons. Basic/thy, tool-

. 101c.in with P/M neither demanda,.more'skills nor is harder than J. linary tool-

rlmak' i . According to a Merriman foreman, a toolmaker with basic skills should
be ab e to adjust to the P/M paces after, about 3 months. Probably half the .

4 firm's toolmakers started out innon-P/M positions.

4.
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Furnace OperatorA and Helpers. Furnace operators and(furnace helpers are
responsible for giving a part "some integrity" by fusing the parts via sintering.
Workers, who initially may be classified as material handlers, work under close
supervision and train informally on. the job.. They progress into such responsible
,tasks as making temperature and atmospheric adjustments on the furnaces. Once
they become competent in,such monitoring functions'as starting and proper loading
of furnaces, ..they a're classified as lead persons.

.

Maintenance Employees. Skilted maintenance persons are an important-re-
quirement for P/M pperat4ons: ,the equipment (by usual equipment standards) is
considered frail. Piping and machining maintenance is carried out by Merriman's
employees, but electrical and plumbing repairs,. and even some mechanical mainte-
nance, are done on a contract basis:

Formaqization of Training.

Merriman's manager of industrial relatio ports that internal training
is the principal means of preparing and upgr ding workers in this industry of
only some 100 firms. More promising employ es can be enrolled in set up4apecial-
ist training programs that are provided by press manufacturers. Press operators
do not require much training; it can be provided oil the job.

t

Apprenticeship Program., The major formalization of training was initiated .

in May 1973. This was an apprenticeship program,for the set up specialistposi-
tiOn. The set 0 specialist apprenticeship requires 2,000 hours a year. for 3
years. Technical instruction consists of at few 144 hours a year; it is
considered regular, worktime and is creditable to the 2,000 hours a year.

t The ratio of apprentices to journeymen is determined by Merriman's ekpected
need for dur.neymen and, as.a rule, does not exceed one apprentice for each

set lip journeyman.' .

As part -of the regular bargaining,agieement,Merriman and its_Oion ac-
cepted Federal apprenticeship standards.; A supervilor of apprentices insures
that apprentices receive, the variety of work experiences that Are described
in the apprenticeship standards. The union's business agent hopes that some
of the admittedly busy technical managers at Merriman will be Made available

regularbasis to explain the entire P/M process to apprenticesp4

Technical, or related instruction
tional schools, was discontinued becau
instruction is carried out by correspon
mathematics and, blueprint reading. Ins

offered occasionally in the firm during,

which once was provided by public voca-
of the small number of workers. flk ,

ruction
courses covering-such topics gs

fruction in blueprint reading also'is
nonworking 'hours.

Jou e an Trainin . Journeymen who have completed an apprenticeship con-
() receive training informally through job, experience. The union favors

nuous-but informal training and hopes that it will be extended to meal-

. S nance personnel so that more P/M equipment can be serviced by persons on the
regular payroll. From the union's point of view, /informal journeyman training
may be more practical than a more structured program because operation, special-
oization, and problems differ among various firms. However, the union's pref-
erence for informal training may be partiallyemotivafed by'a desire to exclude

training 'from collectiveibargaining negotiations.
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'IMPLICATIONS FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND THE QUALITY OF WORKING LIFE
IN THE METALWORKING INDUSTRIES

The New Technologies

t
Manually operated'machine tools will undoubtedly remain -in competitive
use, but American firms will have to adopt numerically controlled ma-
chines and other technologies if they hope tostay abreast of foreign
manufacturers.

Programmable controllers may offer a bridge between ,conventional and
numerical control machining. Large-size firms have found them extreme-

. ly productive, and they deserve consideration.by small- and medium-size
firms.engaged in small -batch production. They appear to requireiss
training and maintenance than numerical control.

. -

The programmable'hand calculator is another low-cost technology
with potentially wide applicability to firms of all sizes.

Employment Relations'

Small metalworking firms can stabilite their eperations and employment
by not becoming captive to a handful of contractors in,one industry
and by not being highly specialized in the products they make. Stable
employment can encourage firms to undertake the expense of providing
workers with.ongding traping pp adapt to new technology.

Some American firms resesible the
which plant engineers elicit the
ers regarding materials, machine

. can lead to higher productivity.

"best managed firms" of Japan, in
suggestions of even iemiskilled'work-
adjusement, and other factors which

Activities concerned with productivity and job satisfaction can be
dealt with by a joint labor-management committee, which handles issues
not covered by collective bargaining agreements. A union leader in one
case study thought that continuing edOcatioo and training could also be
handled more electively by such committees.

Most metalworkers within.small firms are expected to perfoym multiple
functions, but some jobs within even-a small metalworking firm do in-
volve quite limited, repetitive tasks. In some cases, these jobs pit-
vide ceftain workers with security and contentment. It may be a mis-
take to downgrade all repetitive work; instead, recognition should be
given for,all work well done.

1

r-
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Training New Metd1Workers

4B4rtain educators and industry representatives maintain that an.ade-
quate supply of trained personnel will depend upon providing high
school students with "technological kitera4" and preemployment prep-
aration. A "World of Manufacturing" program, developed with U.S.
grfice of Education, funding, is designed to do this. The program has
been widely applied in 'qle nation's junior high schools. Extension of

an advanced version of the. course for high school students merits res
consideration by Federal education officials.

o Expansion of the preemployment training programs conducted for the De-
partment'of Labor by the National Tool,, Die and Precision Machining
Association deserves consideration as a means of assuring an adequate
long-term,supply of skilled workers in metalworking. These programs
combine school instruction with on- the -job training for economically
disadvantaged persons.

A machine tool builderjms raised its retention rate of women and
minority employees with nd.prioroob experience by placing them in ves-
tibule training.

7418b
A survey of company education and training programs showed major inter-
est in devising practical programs involving minimal outlays. Compa-
nies prefer short -tern courses, self-study materials, ad use of opera-
ting specialists and managers, rather than professional educators:
More firms within metalworking might become intgreited in expandinglft
their training, if they were familiar with one form of the short-term
course--the training module--which may be defined as a "unit of needed
information and/or skill that has been translated into a.:tanit of study."

Additional firms might undertake to train apprentices, if the train-
ing period were shortened. Some firms have already found this to be
cost effective. The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has
approved shorter apprenticeship programs if apprentices can be shown
to learn'faster than in the normally prescribed periods.

4

i It was noted in one case study that the greatest challenge is not in
-training people to do their jobs but in training peoplgIto work with
other workers. This confirms the finding of a national survey that
there is insufficient training in leadership,and communication skills
among the bulk of the metalworking firms.

Training metalworkers fox' the New Technologies

.s The know-how required,by.a skilled machine operator canno Imparted
through a short training course, but persons with a genera machine shop
background and only a modest mathematics background coo be taught to pro-
gram in a rather short period of time.

Controlled teaching experiments havetishown that manual programing an
maintenance of numerical control equiRpent can be taughtwith about the

-41- .
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same effectiveness oe simulated numerical control equipment aswith
actual equipment, which is more costly.

flo If workers are insufficiently trained, and therefore less productive,
firms may have to hire more workers than they would if they had t
s flied work. force. Training and retraining are necessary to deal with

e skilled worker shortage. Multiemployer cooperation i providing
qualifying training within art reast two large metropolita areas is
one means of achieving more training to help replace the many illed
workers who will retire.

A work force must be ready to devote several years to learning the
tooling and other process requirements for electrochemical 'machining,
a method which is much more difficult than conventional machining. A
small firm may also have to employ people who can construct or modify t
Costly equipment.

The, manufacture of powder metal parts is highly specialized; only
about 100 firms use this process. Therefore, much of the qualifying
and upgrade training for workers learning powder metals technology
must be done brthe firms themselves.

V
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO TRAINING '

AND'TECHNOLOGY

NATIONAL CENTER FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY OF WORKING LIF

Job Security

.
'-Productivit and Job Securit Retrainin to Ada t to Technolo 'cal'

Change. 1977. .Five case ,studies on retraining as a means of

protecting the job security of workers affected by technological
cbange. Four of the 'studies deal with privately sponsored.q-e-
training; the fifth concerns retraining inlocal government.
Caseistudies include a foundry;-the Wickliffe Mill of Westvaco,
a major manufacture; of paper and packaging, with the United
PaperworOrs International Union; the program of the Chicago
Graphic Arts Institute; a joint employer-union operated train- %..
ing institution; the AIRCO Technical Institute of Baltimore weld,
ers program; and the training program for housi inspectors in
Ditroit,,4Michigan, and other cities. AviilableTrom the Govern-

, went Printing Office.

Rroductivity and Job Security: Attrition--Benefits and Problems. 1971. '
1.

g

4 .

.4.
d

Three case studies on job security as a prerequisite to gaining
employee cooperatiown when innovations for ppoducttvity in reases

al-e'introduced.,. Cases include the attrition elause to provide,

for the introduction of technological change at the New York
:Filmes Company, involving the New York Typographical Union No. 6;

craft unification through laftr-managementsooperation in the
" Alcoa, Tennebseee. facility of the Aluminum Company of America,

with; the United Steelworkers of America, Local 309;- and the co-,
operative agreement ,between Huntington Alloys, Inc. and Local 40
of the United Steelwotkerg of America to replace an individual
'incentive system with a Scanlon-type companywide group incentive
system. Avajlable from the Government Piinting Office.

Productivity and Job Security:. Case 'Studies of Continuing Education for

0

Engineers, Technicians, and Managers. 1978. Three case studies
. . . .iuvolving IBM, Xerox, and the State of Pennsylvania. Traaes the

.

. . .,.. .

.71' experierices of workers who uNdergb oontinuing education and train-
.- ....

: ing: ielaitd to the jobs. they do
i

or are likely to do. 'Addresses
problemdfskill "olSsoleadanct and the costs extracted in both

. .'. htfuma and econouiic terms. Aloilable.from the,Gpvernuent Printing
% ". Officets . 'I, ''''
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Prime Sectok

Improving Productivity Through Industry Ihd Company Measurement. Series
1, 1975; Series 2, 1976. -Series 1 describes programs in five
companies chosen fkom different Industries for diversity in size

OP and type of operation. Covers how productivity effortsiwere or-
ganized and what was accomplished. Series 2 includes papers'

6 given at a seminar directed to trade and professional association
executives. Covers productivity measurement in companies, in
dustries, warehousing, and research. Also describes a Canadian
experiece. Series 2 available4Trom the Government Printing
Office:,

Cooperative Labor - Management deavors

Directory of Labor-Management Committees. 1978. Describes 215 joint
committees in companies, plants, industries, geographical areas,
the public sector, and thou set up under the Scanlon Plan or
'other gains-sharing plans.; Includes data, on employers and unions,

. founding.dates, contract aligations, and issues covered. Three
'indexes--by type of committee, companies, and.unions. Available
from tie {Government Printing Office.

,

Starting a Labor-Management ComMittee in Your Organization: Some Point-
ers for Action. 1978. Guidefor labor and management represen-

! _.tativesin establishing joint committees in plants and companies.
Dldeuesesthow committees are formed to foster greater coveratioe
through an open exchange of ideas outside the formal collective
bargaining prOcess and in acnonadversary environment. Available
from the Gosiernment Printipg Offibe:

Establishiu a CommilniGwide Labor-Management Committee. 1978. Guide
for communities or geographical areas interested in establishing
labor-management committeeb or councils to retain; strengthen,
and expand existing industry and bolster the employment base.
Describes experiences of selected communities in forming and
.operating such committees.- Available from the Government Print-

.
ing Office.

A Summary of the Pole of Third Parties in Labor-Management Cooperative
Endeavors. 1978. Areview in "operational" tArms of the evolv-
ing participation by independent third parties in cooperative
endeavors, such as developing new programs, activities, or prac-
tices sr in exploring future contract provisions. Describes how
thirdTavtiee can encourage f problem - solving process among labor
and management that accommodates both parallel and opposing inter- ,

ests. Available from the'Government Printing Office.
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Recent-Initiatives in Labor-Management Cooperation.' Volume I, 1976.
Volumen, 1978. Based on case histories of labor-management.

7Z;;177Wes and discussions from a series of conferences on recent
initiatives. Participating were workers and managers involved in
cooperative activities. Describes practical day-to-day experiences
in starting committees and examines benefits from and problems as-
sociated'with cooperative efforts. Volume I available from NTIS.
Volume II available from the Government Printing Office.

. Labor-Management Program, in the Conitruction Industry. 1978. De-
scribes six innovative programs: 'PRIDE" in ..5t. Louis, "Opera-

tion Sir" in Reno, Operation "MOST" in Columbus, "Top Notch" in
Indianapolis, "JACK" in Denver, and thelBoston Labor-Managemetit
Construction Committee. Traces their origins and documents
achievements in improving labor-management relations and pro-
ductivitx through cooperative efforts on a local area basis.
Working paper.

"Labor-Management Cooperation: 4 Report on Recent Initiatives," from
the Monthly Labor Review, April 1976., An overview of labor-
management cooperation in the United States. Covers the BO
.411an of the 1920s, World War II experiences, an current experi-
ments in the automobile industry between the UAW and General M6-
tors, Roikwell, and Harman; in the steel industry between the .

United Steelworkers and 10 major companies; the JamesOwn, New
York, areawide committee; and others. Includes a summary of a
BLS study on a sample of committees for which provisiont were
made in collectivelargaining-agreements. Also'colitainl a sec-

tion on the outlook or future 'cooperative efforts.

"Labor-Management Cooperation Today," from the Harvard Business Review,
February 1978.. Reviews progress of labor-management cooperative
efforts and cites experiences of companies, unions, communities,
and States to encourage formation of joint inplant programs to im-
proW economies, save jobs', and combat unemployment.

Labor-Management Committees in the Public Sector: Experience of Eight
Committees. 1975. Based on interviews with practitioners. Der J
scribes the experiences of eight labor-management committees in.
various local government and Fedetal agencies. Intended as a

guide to initiating joint committees to improve employee morale
and productivity.

a

Labor-Management Productivity demittees in AmeriCan Industry. 1975. .

Review of the limited U.S: expeiience in the use of labor-manage- n.

went committees to deal with production and related problems.
Begins with committees set up in. the 1920's and 1930's; describes
the joint committee effort during World War II and postwar ex-

- perience with the Scanlon Plan,and committees in govellftent; re-
views recent cooperative initiatives in basic steel, retail, food,
trucking, railroads, and other aleis.
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BmployMent Security and Plant Productivity Committees in the Steel Indus-
Ia. 1974., A presentation by I. H. Abel, president? United Steel-.
workers of America, and vice chairlian of the National Commission
on Productivity and Work Quality. . Describes labor and management
experiences in the steel industry with the Employment Security and
Plant Productivity Committees which raised productivity levels and
provided the foundation for'the historic Exptrimenkal,Negotiating ,

Agreement of 1973. .

A Plant-Wide Productivity Plan in Action: Three Years of Experience with
the Scanlon Plan. 1975. Describes the Scanlon` lan and its im-
pact on productivity'at DeSotO, Inc., a large manufacturer of
paint, over'a 3-year period. Results showed productivity gains
as high as 41 percent, and high levels (!ff satisfaction with the.
plan on the part.of both management and workers. Factors affect-
ing worker acceptance of the ,plan are analyzed.

Other Agencies

41!
Management Rights and Union-Management Cooperation, U.S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics, Bulletin 1425-5., 1966. Contract clauses pertaining
to management rights and union-management cooperation. Available
'from the Government Printing Office.

Improving Productivitv Labor and Managedent Approaches, U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1715, 1971. Examples of formal ef-
forts by labor' and management to improve.productiVity'tbrough
collective. bargaining measures or by special arrangemen between
unions and management outside the bargaining table. Pre red for
the National Commission on Productivity. Available from t e Gov-

0 ernment Pipiting Office.

Labor-Management Committee: Planning for Progress, Federal. Mediation anti

Conciliation Service, 1977. How to determine need for and obt in
agreement and commitmenttp a labor-Management committee, .with
sample format of bylaws for and contract language establishing a
joint committee. Available from the Government Printing Office.

Report and Recommendations, National Commission for Industrial Peace,
1974. Recommendations regarding Federal activities to encourage
the formation of labor-management committees. Available from the
Government Printing; Office.
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